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Total Questions : 200

Difficulty Level : NA Total Marks : 200.00
Test Type : Paid Duration : 120.00 mins

Instruction :

Please read the instructions carefully

 

The clock will be set at the server. The countdown timer in the top right corner of screen will1.
display the remaining time available for you to complete the examination. When the timer
reaches zero, the examination will end by itself. You will not be required to end or submit your
examination.
The Question Palette displayed on the right side of screen will show the status of each2.
question using one of the following symbols:

 You have not visited the question yet.
 

 You have not answered the question.
 

 You have answered the question.
 

 You have NOT answered the question, but have marked the question for review.
 

 You have answered the question, but marked it for review.

Q.1 Essay : Read the comprehension and answer the following questions. Some religious teachers
have taught that Man is made up of a body and a soul: But they have been silent about the
Intellect. Their followers try to feed the body on earth and to save soul from perdition after
death: But they neglected the claims of the mind. Bread for the body and Virtue for the soul:
These are regarded as the indispensable requisites of human welfare here and hereafter.
Nothing is said about knowledge and education. Thus Jesus Christ spoke much of feeding the
hungry, healing the sick, and converting the sinners: But he never taught the duty of teaching
the ignorant and increasing scientific knowledge. He himself was not a well-educated man,
and intellectual pursuits were beyond his horizon. Gautam Buddha also laid stress on morality,
meditation and asceticism, but he did not attach great importance to history, science, art or
literature. St. Ambrose deprecated scientific studies and wrote, To discuss the nature and
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position of the earth does not help us in our hope for life to come. St. Basil said very frankly
and foolishly, It is not a matter of interest for us whether the earth is a sphere or a cylinder or
disc. Thomas Carlyle also followed the Christian traditions when he declared that he honoured
only two men and no third: The manual labour and the religious teacher. He forgot the
scientist, the scholar and the artist. The cynics of Greece despised education at last?

The style of the passage is?
A. narrative
B. expository
C. critical
D. analytical

Answer : A,

Solution : The paragraph describes he various opinions of the relegious leaders. It doesn't
pass a judgement on these opinions. Hence, the style is narrative

Q.2 Essay : Read the comprehension and answer the following questions. Some religious teachers
have taught that Man is made up of a body and a soul: But they have been silent about the
Intellect. Their followers try to feed the body on earth and to save soul from perdition after
death: But they neglected the claims of the mind. Bread for the body and Virtue for the soul:
These are regarded as the indispensable requisites of human welfare here and hereafter.
Nothing is said about knowledge and education. Thus Jesus Christ spoke much of feeding the
hungry, healing the sick, and converting the sinners: But he never taught the duty of teaching
the ignorant and increasing scientific knowledge. He himself was not a well-educated man,
and intellectual pursuits were beyond his horizon. Gautam Buddha also laid stress on morality,
meditation and asceticism, but he did not attach great importance to history, science, art or
literature. St. Ambrose deprecated scientific studies and wrote, To discuss the nature and
position of the earth does not help us in our hope for life to come. St. Basil said very frankly
and foolishly, It is not a matter of interest for us whether the earth is a sphere or a cylinder or
disc. Thomas Carlyle also followed the Christian traditions when he declared that he honoured
only two men and no third: The manual labour and the religious teacher. He forgot the
scientist, the scholar and the artist. The cynics of Greece despised education at last?

Intellectual pursuits have been neglected because I They are unnecessary and superfluous II
They send people to hell III They are too abstract.
A. Only I is correct
B. Only II is correct
C. Only III is correct
D. Only I and II are correct.

Answer : A,
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Solution : The only reson given in the passage is state ment I. The other two cannot be
infered from the passage

Q.3 Essay : Read the comprehension and answer the following questions. Some religious teachers
have taught that Man is made up of a body and a soul: But they have been silent about the
Intellect. Their followers try to feed the body on earth and to save soul from perdition after
death: But they neglected the claims of the mind. Bread for the body and Virtue for the soul:
These are regarded as the indispensable requisites of human welfare here and hereafter.
Nothing is said about knowledge and education. Thus Jesus Christ spoke much of feeding the
hungry, healing the sick, and converting the sinners: But he never taught the duty of teaching
the ignorant and increasing scientific knowledge. He himself was not a well-educated man,
and intellectual pursuits were beyond his horizon. Gautam Buddha also laid stress on morality,
meditation and asceticism, but he did not attach great importance to history, science, art or
literature. St. Ambrose deprecated scientific studies and wrote, To discuss the nature and
position of the earth does not help us in our hope for life to come. St. Basil said very frankly
and foolishly, It is not a matter of interest for us whether the earth is a sphere or a cylinder or
disc. Thomas Carlyle also followed the Christian traditions when he declared that he honoured
only two men and no third: The manual labour and the religious teacher. He forgot the
scientist, the scholar and the artist. The cynics of Greece despised education at last?

What is food for the soul?
A. Bread
B. Virtue
C. Vice
D. Education

Answer : B,

Solution : As given in the passage the food for soul is virtue

Q.4 Essay : Read the comprehension and answer the following questions. Some religious teachers
have taught that Man is made up of a body and a soul: But they have been silent about the
Intellect. Their followers try to feed the body on earth and to save soul from perdition after
death: But they neglected the claims of the mind. Bread for the body and Virtue for the soul:
These are regarded as the indispensable requisites of human welfare here and hereafter.
Nothing is said about knowledge and education. Thus Jesus Christ spoke much of feeding the
hungry, healing the sick, and converting the sinners: But he never taught the duty of teaching
the ignorant and increasing scientific knowledge. He himself was not a well-educated man,
and intellectual pursuits were beyond his horizon. Gautam Buddha also laid stress on morality,
meditation and asceticism, but he did not attach great importance to history, science, art or
literature. St. Ambrose deprecated scientific studies and wrote, To discuss the nature and
position of the earth does not help us in our hope for life to come. St. Basil said very frankly
and foolishly, It is not a matter of interest for us whether the earth is a sphere or a cylinder or
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disc. Thomas Carlyle also followed the Christian traditions when he declared that he honoured
only two men and no third: The manual labour and the religious teacher. He forgot the
scientist, the scholar and the artist. The cynics of Greece despised education at last?

What can be a synonym of the word 'deprecated' as given in the passage?
A. approve
B. detest
C. decrease
D. appreciate

Answer : B,

Solution : Dictionary

Q.5 Essay : Male lions are rather reticent about expending their energy in hunting. More than
three quarters of kills are made by lionesses. They are in front, tensely scanning ahead, the
cubs lag playfully behind and the males bring up the rear, walking slowly, their massive heads
nodding with each step as if they were bored with the whole matter. But slothfulness may have
survival value. With lionesses busy hunting, the males function as guard for the cubs,
protecting them particularly from hyenas

According to the passage male lions generally do not go for huntings because
A. they do not like it
B. they want lioness to get training
C. they wish to save their vigour for other things
D. they are very lazy

Answer : C,

Solution : The first line of the passage can be inferred to mean that the main reason that lions
don't go for hunting is to save their vigour for other things.

Q.6 Essay : Male lions are rather reticent about expending their energy in hunting. More than
three quarters of kills are made by lionesses. They are in front, tensely scanning ahead, the
cubs lag playfully behind and the males bring up the rear, walking slowly, their massive heads
nodding with each step as if they were bored with the whole matter. But slothfulness may have
survival value. With lionesses busy hunting, the males function as guard for the cubs,
protecting them particularly from hyenas

When lionesses go in search for their prey, they are very ________?
A. serious
B. cautious
C. playful
D. sluggish
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Answer : B,

Solution : The words "tensely scanning ahead" indicate that they are cautious

Q.7 Essay : Male lions are rather reticent about expending their energy in hunting. More than
three quarters of kills are made by lionesses. They are in front, tensely scanning ahead, the
cubs lag playfully behind and the males bring up the rear, walking slowly, their massive heads
nodding with each step as if they were bored with the whole matter. But slothfulness may have
survival value. With lionesses busy hunting, the males function as guard for the cubs,
protecting them particularly from hyenas

Male lions protect their cubs from ____________?
A. members of their own species
B. hyenas only
C. hyenas as well as other enemies
D. more from hyenas than from other animals

Answer : D,

Solution : The last line of the passage indicates that protection is mostly from hyenas but it
may include other animals as well

Q.8 Essay : Read the comprehension and answer the following questions. Speech is a great
blessing but it can also be a great curse, for while it helps us to make our intentions and
desires known to our fellows, it can also, if used carelessly, make our attitude completely
misunderstood. A slip of the tongue, the use of an unusual word, or of an ambiguous word, or
something of that sort, may create an enemy where we had hoped to win a friend. Again,
different classes of people use different vocabularies, and the ordinary speech of an educated
speaker may strike an uneducated listener as pompous. Unwittingly, we may use a word which
bears a different meaning to our listener from what it does to men of our own class. Thus
speech is not a gift to use lightly without thought, but one which demands careful handling.
Only a fool will express himself alike to all kinds and conditions to men

The best way to win a friend is to avoid:
A. irony in speech
B. pomposity in speech
C. verbosity in speech
D. ambiguity in speech

Answer : D,

Solution : The use of word such as "unusual", "ambiguous" etc indicates that the writer is
cautioning the reader against ambiguous speech. The answer has directly been mentioned in
the second line of the passage.
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Q.9 Essay : Read the comprehension and answer the following questions. Speech is a great
blessing but it can also be a great curse, for while it helps us to make our intentions and
desires known to our fellows, it can also, if used carelessly, make our attitude completely
misunderstood. A slip of the tongue, the use of an unusual word, or of an ambiguous word, or
something of that sort, may create an enemy where we had hoped to win a friend. Again,
different classes of people use different vocabularies, and the ordinary speech of an educated
speaker may strike an uneducated listener as pompous. Unwittingly, we may use a word which
bears a different meaning to our listener from what it does to men of our own class. Thus
speech is not a gift to use lightly without thought, but one which demands careful handling.
Only a fool will express himself alike to all kinds and conditions to men

"a slip of tounge" means
A. wrong by choice
B. unintentionally
C. without giving proper thought
D. to hurt another person

Answer : C,

Solution : It is the meaning of the idiom

Q.10 Essay : Read the comprehension and answer the following questions. Speech is a great
blessing but it can also be a great curse, for while it helps us to make our intentions and
desires known to our fellows, it can also, if used carelessly, make our attitude completely
misunderstood. A slip of the tongue, the use of an unusual word, or of an ambiguous word, or
something of that sort, may create an enemy where we had hoped to win a friend. Again,
different classes of people use different vocabularies, and the ordinary speech of an educated
speaker may strike an uneducated listener as pompous. Unwittingly, we may use a word which
bears a different meaning to our listener from what it does to men of our own class. Thus
speech is not a gift to use lightly without thought, but one which demands careful handling.
Only a fool will express himself alike to all kinds and conditions to men

While talking to an uneducated person, one should use
A. ordinary speech
B. vocabulary
C. simple words
D. polite language

Answer : B,

Solution : The passage stresses on use of different words for different classes of people.
Hence the most tenable option is that on should use their vocabulary to find out the
appropriate word to be used while talking to an uneducated person

Q.11 Error Identification: A. Mother said “Well son, we are tundra animals, B. we need the heaavy
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fur C. to protect ourselves from the cold and D. we are known to be withstanding extremely
cold temperature”.
A. (a)
B. (b)
C. (c)
D. (d)

Answer : D,

Solution : "known to withstanding”. Concept tested here is Verb- tenses. Simple present tense
is used for facts and the present continuous tense is not required here.

Q.12 Error Identification: A. Mother said, “Son, B. obviously they are mean C. for walking D. on the
ice”.
A. (a)
B. (b)
C. (c)
D. (d)

Answer : B,

Solution : “meant”. Incorrect word is used here.

Q.13 Error Identification: A. Mother using pride said, “My son, B. those long thick eyelashes are
your protective cover. C. They help to protect your eyes D. from the cold and wind”.
A. (a)
B. (b)
C. (c)
D. (d)

Answer : A,

Solution : “mother with pride”. Concept tested here is prepositions. The correct preposition
before pride is “with” and not “using”.

Q.14 Error Identification: A. So the heavy fur provides protection against the cold B. when we are in
the tundra, C. the legs are for walking by the ice and D. these eye lashes protect my eyes from
the cold and wind.
A. (a)
B. (b)
C. (c)
D. (d)

Answer : C,
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Solution : walking through”. Concept tested here is prepositions. The correct preposition
here is “walking on” and not “walking by”.

Q.15 Error Identification: A. Then what in God’s name B. are we doing here C. in the Zoo!? D. No
error.
A. (a)
B. (b)
C. (c)
D. (d)

Answer : D,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.16 i. The other charge against “PK” is that it promotes ‘love jihad,’ with a romantic track that
revolves around a Pakistani man named Sarfaraz and a Hindu woman with the goddess-like
name of Jagat Janani, the “creator of the world. ” ii. Even in earlier decades, you can find films
like “Muqaddar ka Sikandar,” where the hero is raised by a Muslim woman and is in love with
a Hindu. iii. But the romance plays out neither in India nor Pakistan, but in the relatively
neutral Belgium, just like “My Name is Khan” set the romance between a Muslim man and a
Hindu woman in the U.S. iv. The women in both these films are educated, liberal — there’s no
evidence that they will convert to Islam after marriage, and neither did the strong-willed
Hindu heroine of “Jodhaa Akbar” renounce her religion.
A. iv-i-ii-iii
B. i-iii-iv-ii
C. iii-iv-ii-i
D. ii-iv-iii-i

Answer : B,

Solution : i-iii-iv-ii. iv will come after i and iii as the “both these films” in iv refers to PK in i
and My name is Khan in iii.

Q.17 i. And if they don’t mind this lighthearted mocking, then who are these others, from
opportunistic political parties, to take up cudgels on their behalf? ii. All the movies mentioned
above are hits — “3 Idiots,” in fact, was the first film to gross over Rs.200 crore at the box
office. iii. Don’t they realise that movies are like elections? iv. You don’t make that kind of
money without love from all sections of the audience, especially from Hindus, who make up
most of our nation.
A. ii-iv-i-iii
B. iii-iv-i-ii
C. i-ii-iii-iv
D. iv-ii-iii-i

Answer : A,
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Solution : ii-iv-i-iii. The “they” in i refers to the “Hindus” in iv and the “they” in iii refers to
the “opportunistic political parties” in i so iv-i-iii form a mandatory set.

Q.18 i. Once a film has come through the Censor Board, no one has the right to demand that it be
pulled from theatres because it has offended them. ii. Everyone is sensitive to something, and
if you begin to factor it all in, you’ll never make a movie. iii. You know this, I know this, and
the outfits doing the protesting know this. iv. Why, then, do they continue to get all hot and
bothered?
A. iii-iv-i-ii
B. iv-i-iii-ii
C. i-ii-iii-iv
D. ii-iv-i-iii

Answer : B,

Solution : i-ii-iii-iv. “they” in iv refers to the “outfits doing the protesting” in iii so iii-iv forms a
mandatory pair. “this” in iii refers to “Everyone is sensitive to something, and if you begin to
factor it all in, you’ll never make a movie” in ii so ii-iii also form a mandatory pair.

Q.19 i. I’ve even been asked in the past why I don’t dye my hair, the implication that I’d be taken
more seriously as a brunette. ii. There are still remarks shouted from passing cars and
apologies before stupid jokes, but the significance of hair colour has faded just as my own has
dulled and given way to grey. iii. But that doesn’t happen any more. iv. Throughout my early
life, “Blondie!” would be shouted from passing cars, or there would be a lame apology right
before a dreadful “dumb blonde” joke.
A. i-iii-iv-ii
B. i-ii-iv-iii
C. iv-i-iii-ii
D. iii-i-iv-ii

Answer : C,

Solution : iv-i-iii-ii . Passage should start with iv and then i and then iii. ii has to be the closing
sentence as it talks about the present.

Q.20 i. Certainly there seems to be a marked difference between the “lad culture” of the 90s to
what we are seeing now. ii. But does this change in language mean a change in attitudes? iii.
The Inbetweeners may have popularised the word “clunge,” but at least they are acting their
age and don’t seem to be aspirational iv. Lad mags are on the decline and are radically shifting
in response to changing tastes.
A. ii-i-iv-iii
B. iv-i-ii-iii
C. i-ii-iii-iv
D. ii-iii-i-iv
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Answer : D,

Solution : ii-i-iv-iii. ii starts off by questioning a viewpoint and then i continues with the
explanation of “is there a shift in attitudes” and then it goes to iv.

Q.21 Identify the Correct Meaning of the Idiom: To pour oil on troubled waters
A. to create trouble
B. to make peace
C. to get into a fight
D. to light a fire

Answer : B,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.22 Identify the Correct Meaning of the Idiom: Let the cat out of the bag
A. to carelessly reveal something
B. to release a cat into the wild
C. to reveal a hidden desire
D. None of these.

Answer : A,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.23 Identify the Correct Meaning of the Idiom: Caught between two stools
A. Caught in a tricky situation
B. Two things which mean the same
C. When someone finds it difficult to choose between two alternatives
D. To run away from something

Answer : C,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.24 Identify the Correct Meaning of the Idiom: Don't give up the day job.
A. Being not good enoough to do something professionally
B. Try to earn as much money as possible
C. To have a night and day job
D. To love your job

Answer : A,

Solution : Self-explanatory.
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Q.25 Identify the Correct Meaning of the Idiom: Whole nine yards
A. A large distance
B. Everything.
C. Something valuable
D. None of these.

Answer : B,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.26 Identify the correct antonym: Discursive
A. Random
B. Wandering
C. Persist
D. Long

Answer : C,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.27 Identify the correct antonym: Munificent
A. Liberal
B. Rich
C. Hospitable
D. Frugal

Answer : D,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.28 Identify the correct antonym: Odious
A. Tiring
B. Malevolent
C. Obnoxious
D. Engaging

Answer : D,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.29 Identify the correct antonym: Tyro
A. Tyrant
B. Professional
C. Mature
D. Learner
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Answer : B,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.30 Identify the correct antonym: Umbrage
A. Resentment
B. Bitterness
C. Sympathy
D. Offensive

Answer : C,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.31 Fill in the Blanks: The taxi drivers ___________ the death of the minister by refusing to ply on
the road.
A. protested
B. announced
C. mourned
D. consoled

Answer : C,

Solution : As the taxi drivers refused to work on account of the minister's death, this shows
sadness. Thus, the appropriate answer is mourned.

Q.32 Fill in the Blanks: You ___________ have thanked him for his ____________ help.
A. often, great
B. much, needed
C. would, needful
D. should, timely

Answer : D,

Solution : All the words available to fill up the first blank apart from often are modal verbs.
Hence, we look at the second blank. The word'thanked' is of immense importance. The word in
the second blank cannot have negative connotations. Thus, it is (d).

Q.33 Fill in the Blanks: _________ running an NGO, Aman also has his own business.
A. despite
B. besides
C. although
D. None of these.

Answer : B,
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Solution : Although requires a further continuing sentence. Despite has negative connotations
hence, it is (b).

Q.34 Fill in the Blanks: Windows OS is an extremely tiresome to work _________.
A. out
B. off
C. beyond
D. with

Answer : D,

Solution : "work with" is the appropriate phrase to be used.

Q.35 Fill in the Blanks: The presentation will be held _________ class.
A. behind
B. before
C. here
D. None f these.

Answer : B,

Solution : Either time or place is being referred to. Hence, the only available option is (b).

Q.36 Choose the correct meaning of the foreign word: Casus belli
A. cause of the war
B. moment before death
C. truce
D. cause of celebration

Answer : A,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.37 Choose the correct meaning of the foreign word: Ipso facto
A. causal relationship
B. by the fact itself
C. open
D. closed

Answer : B,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.38 Choose the correct meaning of the foreign word: Annus mirabilis
A. Best year
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B. worst year
C. miraculous escape
D. open house

Answer : A,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.39 Choose the correct meaning of the foreign word: deux ex machina
A. contorted device
B. two machines
C. open road
D. dealing with the devil

Answer : A,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.40 Choose the correct meaning of the foreign word: tete a tete
A. going golfing
B. tennis match
C. private chat
D. None of these.

Answer : C,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.41 Bano Qudsia, the renowned Urdu author has passed away. She hailed from which of the
following countries?
A. India
B. Bangladesh
C. Afghanistan
D. Pakistan

Answer : D,

Solution : Bano Qudsia (88), the renowned Pakistani Urdu novelist and playwright, has
recently passed away in Lahore, Pakistan. She was born in November 1928 in Ferozepur, India
and migrated to Pakistan after partition.

Q.42 Which country has won 18th Asian Junior Team Squash Championship-2017?
A. India
B. Jordan
C. Pakistan
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D. Bangladesh

Answer : A,

Solution : Top seeded Indian team has won gold medal in the boys’ team event at the 18th
Asian Junior Team Squash Championship-2017 by defeating Malaysia by 2-0 in the final in
Hong Kong.

Q.43 Which country will host 2017 FIBA Women’s Asia Cup basketball tournament?
A. India
B. Indonesia
C. Pakistan
D. Bangladesh

Answer : A,

Solution : India will host 2017 FIBA Women’s Asia Cup basketball tournament at Bengaluru,
Karnataka from July 23 to 29. This tournament will be the qualifying tournament for FIBA Asia
at the 2018 FIBA World Championship for Women in Spain.

Q.44 Which state government has launched “Chief Minister Samagra Gramya Unnayan Yojana
(CMSGUY)” to develop villages of the state?
A. Tripura
B. Assam
C. Odisha
D. Kerala

Answer : B,

Solution : It’s a mega mission with a financial outlay of Rs. 30,000 crore will be implemented
in all the villages in Assam in the next five years culminating in 2021-22.

Q.45 Where will the 4th BIMSTEC Summit 2017 be held?
A. India
B. Nepal
C. Bhutan
D. Thailand

Answer : B,

Solution : The BIMSTEC was founded in 1997 and is an international organisation involving a
group of countries in South Asia and South East Asia. These are: Bangladesh, India, Myanmar,
Sri Lanka, Thailand, Bhutan and Nepal.

Q.46 Which state government has launched “Kakatiya Hub for Social Innovation” India’s first social
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innovation centre?
A. Tamil Nadu
B. Kerala
C. Telangana
D. Andhra Pradesh

Answer : C,

Solution : The hub is funded by the Telangana government and will function like a rural
incubator to encourage entrepreneurship at grassroots level.

Q.47 As per Union Budget 2017-18, the Payments Regulatory Board (PRB) will be set up under the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Who will be chairman of the proposed board?
A. Prime Minister
B. Finance Minister
C. Finance Secretary
D. Chairman of RBI

Answer : D,

Solution : The PRB will replace the existing Board for Regulation and Supervision of Payment
and Settlement Systems and will exercise the functions relating to the regulation and
supervision of payments and settlement systems under the Payment and Settlements Act 2007.

Q.48 Which State has introduced the Third Gender category in school exams?
A. Rajasthan
B. Bihar
C. Odisha
D. West Bengal

Answer : B,

Solution : The Bihar government has recently introduced third gender category in school
exams after the Supreme Court recognised transgender people as a third gender in 2014.

Q.49 ____ Has been formulated to promote digital transactions in Rural India
A. Demonetisation
B. Bharat Net Project
C. Project Cashless
D. Project Empty Pockets

Answer : B,

Solution : Under the project, the high-speed internet connectivity will cover approx 150,000
gram Panchayats with Wi-Fi hotspots and digital services will be access at low tariffs.
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Q.50 The 2017 International Conference and Exhibition on Terrestrial and Satellite Broadcasting
was held in which city?
A. New Delhi
B. Bengaluru
C. Chennai
D. Mumbai

Answer : A,

Solution : The 3-day conference is organized by the Broadcast Engineering Society (India).
Nearly 300 companies from 25 countries displayed their products in BES EXPO directly or
through their dealers and distributors in India.

Q.51 The Dairy Processing and Infrastructure Development Fund will be set up by the which
organisation to boost financing of milk processing capacities?
A. IDA
B. FSSAI
C. NABARD
D. NDDB

Answer : C,

Solution : As per Union Budget 2017, the Dairy Infrastructure Development Fund of Rs.8000
crore will be created over next three years with National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD) to boost financing of milk processing capacities. For the first year, the
Union Government has declared to give Rs 2000 crore for creation of the fund.

Q.52 What is the name of the interceptor missile launched by India?
A. Prithvi Defence Vehicle
B. Bharat Raksha
C. Rakshak Missile
D. Brahmastra

Answer : A,

Solution : A ballistic missile flies in the outer atmosphere and falls toward its target by
gravitational pull. The PDV interceptor can target missiles approaching from over 2,000 km
away. Its radar-based detection and tracking system can automatically spot and track the
enemy’s ballistic missile, and its computer systems can predict the trajectory of the incoming
missile.

Q.53 When is World Radio Day celebrated?
A. Feb-12
B. Feb-13
C. Feb-16
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D. Feb-17

Answer : B,

Solution : The celebration has been introduced by the UN

Q.54 Which is the first Indian Airport to enter the list of Top 15 Airports of the World?
A. Chattrapati Shivaji International Airport
B. Rajiv Gandhi International Airport
C. Indira Gandhi International Airport
D. Kempegowda International Airport

Answer : C,

Solution : The list notes the busiest airports of the world, with New Delhi's IGI Airport coming
12th.

Q.55 Who is the winner of the 2017 Blind T20 World Cup?
A. Pakistan
B. Australia
C. India
D. Bangladesh

Answer : C,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.56 Who is the first Indian Cricketer to sign up for a foreign T20 league?
A. MS Dhoni
B. Zaheer Khan
C. Yusuf Pathan
D. Virat Kohli

Answer : C,

Solution : He has signed up for the Hong Kong T20 League. The league is in its second
edition.

Q.57 Frank Walter Steinmeier has been elected the President elect of which nations?
A. Russia
B. Germany
C. Austria
D. France

Answer : B,
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Solution : He has been elected by a special session of the German Parliament.

Q.58 Which country will become the world’s first country to completely divest from fossil fuels?
A. Ireland
B. Norway
C. France
D. Germany

Answer : A,

Solution : For this, Irish Parliament passed legislation that will drop coal, oil, and gas (fossil
fuel) investments from its $8.56 billion Ireland Strategic Investment Fund.

Q.59 Stuti Narain Kacker is the chairman of the ______
A. NCPCR
B. IDA
C. FSSAI
D. NCW

Answer : A,

Solution : The National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) is an Indian
governmental commission, under the administrative control of the Ministry of Women & Child
Development.

Q.60 The Indian Coast Guard (ICG) raising day is celebrated on which date?
A. Feb-01
B. Feb-03
C. Feb-05
D. Feb-07

Answer : A,

Solution : The ICG came into existence on February 1, 1977 with an enactment of Coast
Guard Act 1978, as a full-fledged independent Armed Force of the Union under the Ministry of
Defence (MoD).

Q.61 Who is the leading the Indian delegation in the 2017 SAARC programming committee?
A. Sushma Swaraj
B. Prashant Agarwal
C. Narendra Modi
D. Arun Jaitley

Answer : B,
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Solution : The Indian delegation is lead by Prashant Agarwal, Joint Secretary (SAARC).
During the two day meeting number of issues such as budget of SAARC secretariat and its 5
regional centres and regular activities of the Association will be discussed.

Q.62 Which Indian personality will attend the 2017 St. Petersburg International Economic Forum
(SPIEF) as a Guest of Honour?
A. Prashant Agarwal
B. Pranab Mukherjee
C. Narendra Modi
D. Sushma Swaraj

Answer : C,

Solution : Recently, India has been invited as a Guest Country at the St. Petersburg
International Economic Forum (SPIEF) which will be held in the city of St. Petersburg, Russia
from June 1 to 3, 2017 and Prime Minister Narendra Modi will attend the forum as a Guest of
Honour.

Q.63 Which Bollywood actress has been appointed the new Brand Ambassador of the Swachh
Bharat Campaign?
A. Anushka Sharma
B. Aishwarya Rai
C. Katrina Kaif
D. Alia Bhatt

Answer : A,

Solution : She will highlight the women-centric aspects of open defecation as part of the
nationwide health and sanitation campaign and will join the campaign with megastar Amitabh
Bachchan, who is also the brand ambassador of this campaign.

Q.64 Who is the newly appointed Director General of Border Roads Organisation (BRO)?
A. KS Rathore
B. Sunil Rajput
C. Susheel Sharma
D. Sanjeev Kumar Srivastava

Answer : D,

Solution : The Border Roads Organisation (BRO) develops and maintains road networks in
India’s border areas and friendly neighbouring countries. Presently, BRO is involved in the
construction of a tunnel at the Rohtang pass which is estimated to be ready by 2019.

Q.65 Which platform is slated to be launched by the Union Government to leverage Information
Technology?
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A. Sangarsh
B. Samarth
C. Swayam
D. Sandesh

Answer : C,

Solution : The Union Minister for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Arun Jaitley while
presenting the General Budget 2017-18 in Parliament has stated that the Government
proposes to leverage information technology and will launch “SWAYAM” platform with at least
350 online courses.

Q.66 What is the theme of the 2017 World Wetlands Day?
A. Wetlands for Disaster Risk Reduction
B. No wetlands, no water
C. Healthy Wetlands, Healthy People
D. Fishes for tomorrow

Answer : A,

Solution : The World Wetlands Day (WWD) is observed every year on February 2 to
commemorate the adoption of the Convention on Wetlands on February 2, 1971 in Iran.

Q.67 Who has been appointed as the new chief of Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI)?
A. Diana Edulji
B. Vinod Rai
C. Vikram Lamaye
D. Rahul Johri

Answer : B,

Solution : Rai will head the 4-member committee of administrators to run the affairs of the
BCCI. The committee consists of former women cricket captain Diana Edulji, historian
Ramachandra Guha and IDFC CEO Vikram Lamaye. Apart from this, Amitabh Chaudhary of
BCCI and Vikram Lamaye will represent the Indian cricket board at the International Cricket
Council (ICC) meeting in February 2017.

Q.68 India's largest startup incubator will be set up in ___
A. Telangana
B. Kerala
C. Tamil Nadu
D. Karnataka

Answer : D,
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Solution : India’s largest start-up incubator will be set up by the Gururaj Deshpande at
Hubballi, about 400km from Bengaluru, Karnataka. Deshpande is the Indian-American
entrepreneur, philanthropist and venture capitalist.

Q.69 Which state tourism department has tied up with an online travel company “MakeMyTrip” to
promote its home-stay scheme?
A. Madhya Pradesh
B. Rajasthan
C. Odisha
D. Bihar

Answer : A,

Solution : The travel company would promote and help in implementing the State-run
MPSTDC’s scheme for tourists.

Q.70 Which operation has been launched by the Income Tax Department (ITD) to track deposits
post demonetisation?
A. Operation Clean Money
B. Operation Clean Deposits
C. Operation Black Money
D. Mission All White

Answer : A,

Solution : The initial phase of the operation involves e-verification of large cash deposits
made during 9th November to 30th December 2016. In the first phase of verification, approx
18 lakh accounts have been identified where tax-paying profile does not match with the
income of account holders. ITD has enabled online verification of these transactions to reduce
compliance cost for the taxpayers while optimising its resources.

Q.71 Who has won the 2017 Men’s singles Australian Open tennis tournament?
A. Rafael Nadal
B. Roger Federer
C. Andy Murray
D. Novak Djokovic

Answer : B,

Solution : It was Federer’s first major title win after the 2012 Wimbledon. Beside this,
Federer (35) has also become the second-oldest winner of a Grand Slam tournament in the
Open Era after Australian Ken Rosewall won the Australian title at the age of 37 in 1972.

Q.72 Who has won the 2017 Men’s singles Syed Modi Grand Prix Gold badminton tournament?
A. Sai Praneeth
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B. Srikanth Kedambi
C. Sameer Verma
D. Kashyap Parupalli

Answer : C,

Solution : Apart from this, Olympic silver medallist PV Sindhu has won her maiden women’s
singles crown by defeating Indonesia’s Gregoria Mariska

Q.73 Which national leprosy awareness campaign has been organised by the Union Government on
2017 Anti Leprosy Day (ALD)?
A. Samarth
B. Saath
C. Sparsh
D. Sandesh

Answer : C,

Solution : The nationwide “Sparsh Leprosy Awareness Campaign (SLAC)” has been launched
by the Indian Government on 30th January 2017, which is also marked as Anti-Leprosy Day.
The day is observed every year on January 30 in the memory of Mahatma Gandhi who attained
martyrdom on this day in 1948, to remember his selfless efforts and care for the people
affected with Leprosy.

Q.74 Who is the newly appointed Governor of Arunachal Pradesh?
A. Banwarilal Purohit
B. Vishwanath Shetty
C. PB Acharya
D. Krishna Kant Paul

Answer : C,

Solution : President Mukherjee has appointed Banwarilal Purohit, the Governor of Assam, to
discharge the functions of the Governor of Meghalaya and Padmanabha Balakrishna Acharya,
the Governor of Nagaland, to discharge the functions of the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh, in
addition to their own duties, until regular arrangements for the offices of the Governor of
Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh are made.

Q.75 “C25” India’s first indigenously developed high thrust cryogenic rocket engine has been
successfully ground-tested by the ISRO for which rocket vehicle?
A. GSLV- Mark II
B. GSLV- Mark III
C. GSLV- Mark IV
D. GSLV- Mark V
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Answer : B,

Solution : Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has successfully ground tested India’s
first indigenously developed high thrust cryogenic rocket engine “C25” for the rocket GSLV-
Mark-III in its Propulsion Complex at Mahendragiri in southern Tamil Nadu.

Q.76 Who revived Nalanda University and also founded Vikramshila University?
A. Dharampala
B. Gopala
C. Mihir Bhoja
D. Dantidurg

Answer : A,

Solution : Gopala was the founder of the Pala Empire. Dharampala revived Nalanda
University and also founded Vikramshila University. Mihir Bhoja was the greatest ruler of
Pratiharas. Dantidurg founded the rashtrakutas.

Q.77 Who was the first ruler to assume the title ‘Sultan’?
A. Mahmud Gazni
B. Mohammad Ghori
C. Qutub-ud-din-Aibak
D. Shamsuddin Iltuminsh

Answer : A,

Solution : Mahmud Gazni was the first ruler to assume the title ‘Sultan’. Mohammad Ghori
made his first expedition to India in 1175 AD. He captured Multan on this expedition.

Q.78 First and the only Muslim lady who ever ruled India, Razia Sultan belonged to which dynasty?
A. Palas
B. Rashtrakutas
C. Slave Dynasty
D. Pratiharas

Answer : C,

Solution : Razia Sultan First and the only Muslim lady who ever ruled India. It was not
acceptable to the nobles who were further offended by her preference for an Abbyssian slave,
Yakut. She was later assassinated.

Q.79 Who shifted capital from Delhi to Agra?
A. Bahlol Lodhi
B. Ibrahim Lodhi
C. Khizr Khan
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D. Sikandar Lodhi

Answer : D,

Solution : Sikander Lodhi shifted the capital from Delhi to Agra, a city founded by him.
Introduced the Gaz-i-Sikandari (Sikandar’s yard) of 32 digits for measuring cultivated fields.

Q.80 Who wrote “Tughlaq nama”?
A. Minhaj-us-siraj
B. Malik Muhammad Jayasi
C. Amir Khusaru
D. Firoz Shah Tughlaq

Answer : C,

Solution : Amir Khusrau wrote a historic masnavi "Tughlaq Nama" about his reign and that of
other Tughlaq rulers.

Q.81 What was the old name of Thailand?
A. Siam
B. East Timor
C. Formosa
D. Malagasy

Answer : A,

Solution : On July 20th, 1948, the Siamese constituent assembly voted to change the name of
Siam to Thailand, the change to come into effect the following year.

Q.82 Hans Island is disputed territory of which countries?
A. Papua New Guinea & Solomon Islands
B. UK and Argentina
C. Russia and Japan
D. Denmark and Canada

Answer : D,

Solution : Hans Island is the smallest of three islands located in Kennedy Channel; the others
are Franklin Island and Crozier Island. The strait is 35 kilometres (22 mi) wide here, placing
the island within the territorial waters of both Canada and Denmark. A theoretical line in the
middle of the strait goes through the island.

Q.83 Bhabha Atomic Research Centre is located in
A. Indore
B. Trombay
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C. Bombay
D. Bangalore

Answer : B,

Solution : The Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) is India's premier nuclear research
facility based in Trombay, Mumbai, Maharashtra. BARC is a multi-disciplinary research centre
with extensive infrastructure for advanced research and development covering the entire
spectrum of nuclear science, engineering and related areas.

Q.84 Hitler was born in
A. Austria
B. Germany
C. England
D. France

Answer : A,

Solution : Adolf Hitler was a German politician who was the leader of the Nazi Party
(NSDAP), Chancellor of Germany from 1933 to 1945, and Führer ("leader") of Nazi Germany
from 1934 to 1945. As dictator of Nazi Germany, he initiated World War II in Europe with the
invasion of Poland in September 1939 and was a central figure of the Holocaust.

Q.85 NASA was established in which year?
A. 1957
B. 1958
C. 1956
D. 1955

Answer : B,

Solution : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is the agency of the
United States Federal Government responsible for the civilian space program as well as
aeronautics and aerospace research. President Dwight D. Eisenhower established the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1958 with a distinctly civilian (rather than
military) orientation encouraging peaceful applications in space science. The National
Aeronautics and Space Act was passed on July 29, 1958, disestablishing NASA's predecessor,
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). The new agency became operational
on October 1, 1958.

Q.86 What is the other name of river Indus?
A. Sindhu
B. Tsang Po
C. Teesta
D. Sindhi
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Answer : A,

Solution : The word Indus comes from the name of India. It originally derived from the river
Indus that originates in Tibet and flows through Pakistan into the Arabian Sea. The ancient
Greeks called this river Indos.

Q.87 Who is known as the father of archaeology?
A. Alexander Cuningham
B. John Lubbok
C. James Quartz
D. Bhimbetka

Answer : A,

Solution : Sir Alexander Cunningham KCIE CSI (23 January 1814 – 28 November 1893) was a
British army engineer with the Bengal Engineer Group who later took an interest in the history
and archaeology of India which led to his appointment in 1861 to the newly created position of
archaeological surveyor to the government of India.

Q.88 Which of the following is the oldest agricultural settlement in Indian subcontinent?
A. Mohenjo Daro
B. Mehrgharh
C. Hampi
D. Hallur

Answer : B,

Solution : Mehrgarh, sometimes anglicized as Mehergarh or Mehrgar, is one of the most
important Neolithic (7000 BCE to c. 2500 BCE) sites in archaeology. Located near the capital
of the Kachi District in Pakistan, it lies on the Kacchi Plain of Balochistan. It is one of the
earliest sites with evidence of farming and herding in South Asia.

Q.89 What was the ancient name given to Indus region by Sumerians?
A. Chanhundaro
B. Bhanavali
C. Meluha
D. Bhovaga

Answer : C,

Solution : The ancient name given to Indus region by Sumerians is Meluha

Q.90 Which veda is known as “Book of chants”?
A. Atharva Veda
B. Yajur Veda
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C. Rig Veda
D. Sam Veda

Answer : D,

Solution : The Samaveda is the Veda of melodies and chants. It is an ancient Vedic Sanskrit
text, and part of the scriptures of Hinduism. One of the four Vedas, it is a liturgical text whose
1,875 verses are primary derived from the Rigveda. Three recensions of the Samaveda have
survived, and variant manuscripts of the Veda have been found in various parts of India.

Q.91 What pair of letters fit the sequence : IR ? OL RI UF XC
A. MO
B. LN
C. MN
D. LO

Answer : D,

Solution : For the first letter, X – 3 = U – 3 = R – 3 = O – 3 = L And for the second, C + 3 = F
+ 3 = I + 3 = L + 3 = O Thus, the pair required is LO.

Q.92 Parv decided to walk in the South-East direction. After a while he realised that was the wrong
direction and so he turned 45° to the right and walked ahead. Later his girlfriend asked him to
meet her and so he had to turn 45° to the right again in order to reach her girlfriends place. In
which direction is he walking now ?
A. North
B. East
C. North-East
D. South-West

Answer : D,

Solution : Overall he turned 45 + 45 = 90 degrees to right. So, If he is walking in the South-
east direction and turns 90 degrees right, then he would be walking in the south- west
direction.

Q.93 In the given sequence, how many times does a 5 follow a three and a 9 preceed the same
three? 8 9 3 4 6 5 9 3 5 2 4 3 1 2 9 3 5 8 1 9 3 5 1 2 3 9 5 3 4 3 5 3 5 9 3 5 4 3 6 3 5
A. 2
B. 4
C. 3
D. 5

Answer : B,
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Solution : 8 9 3 4 6 5 9 3 5 2 4 3 1 2 9 3 5 8 1 9 3 5 1 2 3 9 5 3 4 3 5 3 5 9 3 5 4 3 6 3 5

Q.94 A town consists of ambiverts (those people who always speak truth), introverts (those people
who always speak lie) and extroverts (who alternate between truth and lies). Dhalla is a
resident of this town. If he says “ I am a lair”, then he is a
A. ambivert
B. extrovert
C. introvert
D. data-insufficient

Answer : B,

Solution : An ambivert and an introvert can never make such a statement. Thus, Dhalla
should be an extrovert.

Q.95 In which year does the calendar of 1865 repeat itself?
A. 1870
B. 1871
C. 1872
D. 1873

Answer : B,

Solution : 1865- 1 odd day, 1866 – 1 odd day, 1867 – 1 odd day , 1868 – 2 odd days, 1869 – 1
odd day, 1870 – 1 odd day which makes total 7 odd days. Thus, the calendar repeats in 1871.

Q.96 A clock is continuously losing time. It loses 10 mins in every 3 hours. It was set correctly on
23rd July 2557 at 5 pm, what time will this clock show on 29th July 2557 when the actual time
is 8 pm?
A. 11:50 AM
B. 4:20 AM
C. 12:00 PM
D. None of the above

Answer : A,

Solution : 23rd July 5pm to 29th July 8pm = 6 days + 3 hrs = 24*6 + 3 = 147 hours i.e. 49
sets of 3 hrs. Since in 3 hrs it becomes 10 min slow, thus in 49 sets of 3 hrs it would become
490 minutes slow i.e. 8 hrs 10 min slow. Thus, time shown on clock will be 8 pm – 8 hrs 10
mins = 11:50 am

Q.97 Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions-Each question has a statement followed by
two assumptions I and II. Mark your answers as: (a) Only assumption I follows (b) Only
assumption II follows (c) Both assumption I and II follow (d) None follows
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Statement: “I have represented the State in National Games and request you to grant
relaxation in the marks required for admission so that I may continue my higher education.”
–application to a college principal. Assumptions: I. Sportspersons are unable to devote time to
studies and hence get low marks in examinations. II. Higher studies are helpful to
sportspersons in enhancing their career
A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D

Answer : D,

Solution : It is a generalisation while the statement is a specific case. II. The statement does
not link higher education as a need for development of career in sports. Also, it cannot be
assumed that the applicant is still playing the sport.

Q.98 Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions-Each question has a statement followed by
two assumptions I and II. Mark your answers as: (a) Only assumption I follows (b) Only
assumption II follows (c) Both assumption I and II follow (d) None follows

Statement: “Buy only Dent water purifiers, the oldest water purifier of India.” Assumptions: I.
There are other water purifiers in the market. II. Older products are better products.
A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D

Answer : C,

Solution : “Buy only…” is based on the assumption that there are other water purifiers in the
market. The appeal for buying Dent water purifiers is based on the fact of it being the oldest
on the market, assuming that being older indicates better quality than that of the new
products in the market.

Q.99 Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions-Each question has a statement followed by
two assumptions I and II. Mark your answers as: (a) Only assumption I follows (b) Only
assumption II follows (c) Both assumption I and II follow (d) None follows

Statement: “We are an equal opportunity employer.” In an advertisement for filling up
vacancies in a company. Assumptions: Employees prefer to work for companies that do not
have discrimination. Employees can expect to get more salary with an equal opportunity
employer.
A. A
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B. B
C. C
D. D

Answer : A,

Solution : An advertisement for vacancies would want more people to apply and hence would
assume that prospective employees would prefer a non-discriminating employer. The
statement mentions only opportunity and hence assumption about salary has not been made.

Q.100Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions-Each question has a statement followed by
two assumptions I and II. Mark your answers as: (a) Only assumption I follows (b) Only
assumption II follows (c) Both assumption I and II follow (d) None follows

Statement: Anu’s mother asked her to take a city bus to home if she got late after office.
Assumptions: I. City bus is a cheaper mode of transport. II. Anu is able to decide whether it is
late or not
A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D

Answer : B,

Solution : I does not follow as the statement does not mention money, cost etc. II follows as
the mother leaves the decision to Anu assuming she will be able to take a decision.

Q.101Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions-Each question has a statement followed by
two assumptions I and II. Mark your answers as: (a) Only assumption I follows (b) Only
assumption II follows (c) Both assumption I and II follow (d) None follows

Statement: “Put more people on the job.” Instruction by the chief engineer in order to get the
stadium ready for the Independence Day celebration. Assumptions: I. Money is not a
constraint for important events. II. More number of people can do a job faster.
A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D

Answer : B,

Solution : I does not follow as the instruction is only for getting the work on time. II follows as
in instructing to put more people on the job assumes that the move will result in the stadium
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getting ready on time.

Q.102Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions- Each question has a main statement
followed by four statements marked A-D. From the given options choose the most logically
paired option consistent with the main statement

When it rains, roads get flooded. A. It rained. B. It did not rain. C. Roads got flooded. D. Roads
did not get flooded.
A. AB
B. CA
C. AC
D. DA

Answer : C,

Solution : Self Explanatory

Q.103Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions- Each question has a main statement
followed by four statements marked A-D. From the given options choose the most logically
paired option consistent with the main statement

Ashi either does not dance or she sings. A. Ashi dances. B. Ashi does not dance. C. Ashi sings.
D. Ashi does not sing.
A. BC
B. DA
C. DB
D. BA

Answer : C,

Solution : Self Explanatory

Q.104Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions- Each question has a main statement
followed by four statements marked A-D. From the given options choose the most logically
paired option consistent with the main statement

Raman does not answer phone calls when she is free. A. Raman answered phone call. B.
Raman is free. C. Raman is not free. D. Raman did not answer phone calls.
A. BA
B. DC
C. BD
D. AC

Answer : D,
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Solution : Self Explanatory

Q.105Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions- Each question has a main statement
followed by four statements marked A-D. From the given options choose the most logically
paired option consistent with the main statement

All who study hard are selected for CLAT. A. Divya studied hard. B. Divya did not study. C.
Divya got selected for CLAT. D. Divya did not get selected for CLAT.
A. AC
B. CA
C. DB
D. BC

Answer : A,

Solution : Self Explanatory

Q.106Essay : Instructions for the following 5 questions- Each question has a main statement
followed by four statements marked A-D. From the given options choose the most logically
paired option consistent with the main statement

Aditya feels hungry or he goes to eat in a restaurant. A. Aditya feels hungry. B. Aditya goes to
eat in a restaurant. C. Aditya does not feel hungry. D. Aditya does not go to a restaurant to eat.
A. AB
B. BA
C. DA
D. CD

Answer : C,

Solution : Self Explanatory

Q.107Essay : In a six floored apartment starting from floor 1 to floor 6, six families namely A, B, C,
D,E and F stay on different floors. Family A is exactly between family C and family E. Family E
is above family D. Family B is on 1st floor from below. Family C stays immediately below
family F

If C is on 2nd floor from top, then which family is immediately above family D?
A. A
B. E
C. C
D. None of the above

Answer : B,
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Solution : According to conditions, A is immediately between C and E, so it could be CAE or
EAC ( from top to bottom). But C stays immediately below F and on the 5th floor from
bottom(2nd from top). So, the arrangement is FCAEDB in descending order as B is on 1st
floor. Now, the family immediately above D is E.

Q.108Find the missing term in the series: 79, 79, 80, 82, ? , 89, 94
A. 84
B. 85
C. 86
D. 87

Answer : B,

Solution : The given series can be seen as-> 79 + 0 = 79 + 1 = 80 + 2 = 82 ….. next term 82
+ 3 = 85

Q.109Essay : Instructions for the next 5 questions- Listed under each question are three sentences.
Categorize each of the sentences as Fact (F), Inference (I) or Judgement (J) Fact (F): describes
that we have seen, heard or read; they are capable of verification and exclude inferences &
judgements Inference (I): means a statement about an unknown made on the basis of a known
Judgement (J): implies an approval or disapproval or opinion of objects, occurrences or
persons described

(A) The GDP in India went down to 5.5 in comparison to 8.8 in the previous year. (B) The
corporate sector needs to be offered support and tax breaks. (C)There have been mergers and
take over on the industrial side
A. FJF
B. FJJ
C. FFF
D. FJI

Answer : A,

Solution : Statement (A) and (C) are statements of fact as they are clearly verifiable.
Statement (B) is an opinion and reflects the personal view of the speaker.

Q.110Essay : Instructions for the next 5 questions- Listed under each question are three sentences.
Categorize each of the sentences as Fact (F), Inference (I) or Judgement (J) Fact (F): describes
that we have seen, heard or read; they are capable of verification and exclude inferences &
judgements Inference (I): means a statement about an unknown made on the basis of a known
Judgement (J): implies an approval or disapproval or opinion of objects, occurrences or
persons described
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(A) TCS is a company that offers software solutions. (B) TCS employs only those students who
have engineering as their background (C) Emerging global demands for software solutions
fuelled the growth of TCS.
A. FFF
B. FFI
C. IFI
D. FJI

Answer : B,

Solution : Statement (A) and (B) are statements of fact where as in statement (C) emerging
global demands are the known fact and the conclusion that it fuelled the growth makes it an
inference.

Q.111Essay : Instructions for the next 5 questions- Listed under each question are three sentences.
Categorize each of the sentences as Fact (F), Inference (I) or Judgement (J) Fact (F): describes
that we have seen, heard or read; they are capable of verification and exclude inferences &
judgements Inference (I): means a statement about an unknown made on the basis of a known
Judgement (J): implies an approval or disapproval or opinion of objects, occurrences or
persons described

(A) If Forests are destroyed at the current rates there would be none of it by 2040. (B)
Environmental scientists suggest that the rate of destruction is higher in developing countries
in comparison to developed ones. (C) Exploiters of forests and poachers should be dealt with
seriously.
A. FJF
B. JJF
C. IFJ
D. IJJ

Answer : C,

Solution : The current rate of destruction is the known fact and the conclusion is derived
hence (A) is an inference. Statement (B) is a statement of fact whereas (C) is an opinion.

Q.112Essay : Instructions for the next 5 questions- Listed under each question are three sentences.
Categorize each of the sentences as Fact (F), Inference (I) or Judgement (J) Fact (F): describes
that we have seen, heard or read; they are capable of verification and exclude inferences &
judgements Inference (I): means a statement about an unknown made on the basis of a known
Judgement (J): implies an approval or disapproval or opinion of objects, occurrences or
persons described

(A) If one shuts his eyes to the errors truth will be shut out (B) Anyone can make an error but
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only an idiot persists with it (C) Even inadvertent errors may lead a person in soup at times.
A. JFJ
B. FFF
C. IFJ
D. IJJ

Answer : D,

Solution : All the statements are reflecting someone'd opinion

Q.113Essay : Instructions for the next 5 questions- Listed under each question are three sentences.
Categorize each of the sentences as Fact (F), Inference (I) or Judgement (J) Fact (F): describes
that we have seen, heard or read; they are capable of verification and exclude inferences &
judgements Inference (I): means a statement about an unknown made on the basis of a known
Judgement (J): implies an approval or disapproval or opinion of objects, occurrences or
persons described

(A) The oratorical skills of Indian Prime Minister led his party to victory after victory. (B) One
needs to have character to make a powerful leader (C) Athens is regarded as the cradle of
democracy
A. IJJ
B. FJJ
C. JJJ
D. JJF

Answer : D,

Solution : Statement (A) is an observation whereas (B) is a clear opinion.(C) is a statement of
fact

Q.114Daksh walks 30m west from A, climbs a ladder and goes 5 m upwards, then walks 10 m east,
climbs another ladder and goes 5 m upwards and then finally walks 10 m straight towards east
to reach B. If he slides down from B to A, what is shortest distance he slides?
A. 10√2m
B. 15m
C. 20m
D. 14m

Answer : A,

Solution : Vertical distance between A and B = 5 + 5 = 10 m Horizontal distance between A
and B = 30 – (10+10) = 10 m Shortest distance = √100+100 = 10√2 m

Q.115Anirudh said to Varsha, “Your mother’s husband’s sister is the paternal aunt of my daughter’s
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mother”. How is the Varsha related to Anirudh?
A. Sister
B. Mother
C. Niece
D. Sister-in-law

Answer : D,

Solution : Self Explanatory

Q.116Essay : There are three kids standing on each side of a road. The names of the kids are Jack,
Kate, Misa, Bob, Natasha and Bill. Each of them wears a different coloured cap. The colours of
the caps are Green, Silver, Maroon, Black, Blue and White. All the kids are of different
heights. The following information is provided: i) Natasha, the tallest kid is exactly opposite to
the kid wearing the Green cap. ii) The shortest kid is exactly opposite to the kid wearing the
Maroon cap. iii) Bill is the kid wearing the Black coloured cap and stands between Jack and
Bob. iv) Misa wears the Blue cap and stands directly opposite Jack. v) Kate wears the Maroon
cap and is exactly opposite to Bill. vi) Jack wears the White cap and is taller than Misa but
shorter than Kate and Bob

What colour cap is the kid wearing who stands opposite to the kid wearing Blue cap?
A. White
B. Silver
C. Maroon
D. Green

Answer : A,

Solution : The order in which they sit in opposite rows is as follows Bob Bill Jack Natasha
Kate Misa In other words, Bob, Bill and Jack are in one row (standing from left to right in that
order). Natasha , Kate and Misa are in the opposite row ( sitting from left to right in that
order). Bob wears the Green cap. Bill wears the Black cap. Jack wears the White cap. Natasha
wears the Silver cap. Kate wears the maroon cap. Misa wears the Blue cap. Height order is as
follows: Natasha>Kate and Bob>Jack>Misa>Bill. Kate and Bob are in second and third
positions. Which of them is in second and third cannot be determined from the problem.

Q.117Essay : There are three kids standing on each side of a road. The names of the kids are Jack,
Kate, Misa, Bob, Natasha and Bill. Each of them wears a different coloured cap. The colours of
the caps are Green, Silver, Maroon, Black, Blue and White. All the kids are of different
heights. The following information is provided: i) Natasha, the tallest kid is exactly opposite to
the kid wearing the Green cap. ii) The shortest kid is exactly opposite to the kid wearing the
Maroon cap. iii) Bill is the kid wearing the Black coloured cap and stands between Jack and
Bob. iv) Misa wears the Blue cap and stands directly opposite Jack. v) Kate wears the Maroon
cap and is exactly opposite to Bill. vi) Jack wears the White cap and is taller than Misa but
shorter than Kate and Bob
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What is the name of the shortest kid?
A. Bill
B. Bob
C. Kate
D. Cannot be determined

Answer : A,

Solution : The order in which they sit in opposite rows is as follows Bob Bill Jack Natasha
Kate Misa In other words, Bob, Bill and Jack are in one row (standing from left to right in that
order). Natasha , Kate and Misa are in the opposite row ( sitting from left to right in that
order). Bob wears the Green cap. Bill wears the Black cap. Jack wears the White cap. Natasha
wears the Silver cap. Kate wears the maroon cap. Misa wears the Blue cap. Height order is as
follows: Natasha>Kate and Bob>Jack>Misa>Bill. Kate and Bob are in second and third
positions. Which of them is in second and third cannot be determined from the problem.

Q.118Essay : There are three kids standing on each side of a road. The names of the kids are Jack,
Kate, Misa, Bob, Natasha and Bill. Each of them wears a different coloured cap. The colours of
the caps are Green, Silver, Maroon, Black, Blue and White. All the kids are of different
heights. The following information is provided: i) Natasha, the tallest kid is exactly opposite to
the kid wearing the Green cap. ii) The shortest kid is exactly opposite to the kid wearing the
Maroon cap. iii) Bill is the kid wearing the Black coloured cap and stands between Jack and
Bob. iv) Misa wears the Blue cap and stands directly opposite Jack. v) Kate wears the Maroon
cap and is exactly opposite to Bill. vi) Jack wears the White cap and is taller than Misa but
shorter than Kate and Bob

What is name of the second tallest kid?
A. Natasha
B. Bill
C. Jack
D. Cannot be determined

Answer : D,

Solution : The order in which they sit in opposite rows is as follows Bob Bill Jack Natasha
Kate Misa In other words, Bob, Bill and Jack are in one row (standing from left to right in that
order). Natasha , Kate and Misa are in the opposite row ( sitting from left to right in that
order). Bob wears the Green cap. Bill wears the Black cap. Jack wears the White cap. Natasha
wears the Silver cap. Kate wears the maroon cap. Misa wears the Blue cap. Height order is as
follows: Natasha>Kate and Bob>Jack>Misa>Bill. Kate and Bob are in second and third
positions. Which of them is in second and third cannot be determined from the problem.

Q.119Essay : There are three kids standing on each side of a road. The names of the kids are Jack,
Kate, Misa, Bob, Natasha and Bill. Each of them wears a different coloured cap. The colours of
the caps are Green, Silver, Maroon, Black, Blue and White. All the kids are of different
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heights. The following information is provided: i) Natasha, the tallest kid is exactly opposite to
the kid wearing the Green cap. ii) The shortest kid is exactly opposite to the kid wearing the
Maroon cap. iii) Bill is the kid wearing the Black coloured cap and stands between Jack and
Bob. iv) Misa wears the Blue cap and stands directly opposite Jack. v) Kate wears the Maroon
cap and is exactly opposite to Bill. vi) Jack wears the White cap and is taller than Misa but
shorter than Kate and Bob

What is the colour of the cap the tallest kid is wearing?
A. Black
B. Silver
C. Maroon
D. Green

Answer : B,

Solution : The order in which they sit in opposite rows is as follows Bob Bill Jack Natasha
Kate Misa In other words, Bob, Bill and Jack are in one row (standing from left to right in that
order). Natasha , Kate and Misa are in the opposite row ( sitting from left to right in that
order). Bob wears the Green cap. Bill wears the Black cap. Jack wears the White cap. Natasha
wears the Silver cap. Kate wears the maroon cap. Misa wears the Blue cap. Height order is as
follows: Natasha>Kate and Bob>Jack>Misa>Bill. Kate and Bob are in second and third
positions. Which of them is in second and third cannot be determined from the problem.

Q.120Essay : There are three kids standing on each side of a road. The names of the kids are Jack,
Kate, Misa, Bob, Natasha and Bill. Each of them wears a different coloured cap. The colours of
the caps are Green, Silver, Maroon, Black, Blue and White. All the kids are of different
heights. The following information is provided: i) Natasha, the tallest kid is exactly opposite to
the kid wearing the Green cap. ii) The shortest kid is exactly opposite to the kid wearing the
Maroon cap. iii) Bill is the kid wearing the Black coloured cap and stands between Jack and
Bob. iv) Misa wears the Blue cap and stands directly opposite Jack. v) Kate wears the Maroon
cap and is exactly opposite to Bill. vi) Jack wears the White cap and is taller than Misa but
shorter than Kate and Bob

Who stands to the right of the kid wearing the black colour cap?
A. Bob
B. Jack
C. Natasha

Answer : A,

Solution : The order in which they sit in opposite rows is as follows Bob Bill Jack Natasha
Kate Misa In other words, Bob, Bill and Jack are in one row (standing from left to right in that
order). Natasha , Kate and Misa are in the opposite row ( sitting from left to right in that
order). Bob wears the Green cap. Bill wears the Black cap. Jack wears the White cap. Natasha
wears the Silver cap. Kate wears the maroon cap. Misa wears the Blue cap. Height order is as
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follows: Natasha>Kate and Bob>Jack>Misa>Bill. Kate and Bob are in second and third
positions. Which of them is in second and third cannot be determined from the problem.

Q.121Essay : There are three kids standing on each side of a road. The names of the kids are Jack,
Kate, Misa, Bob, Natasha and Bill. Each of them wears a different coloured cap. The colours of
the caps are Green, Silver, Maroon, Black, Blue and White. All the kids are of different
heights. The following information is provided: i) Natasha, the tallest kid is exactly opposite to
the kid wearing the Green cap. ii) The shortest kid is exactly opposite to the kid wearing the
Maroon cap. iii) Bill is the kid wearing the Black coloured cap and stands between Jack and
Bob. iv) Misa wears the Blue cap and stands directly opposite Jack. v) Kate wears the Maroon
cap and is exactly opposite to Bill. vi) Jack wears the White cap and is taller than Misa but
shorter than Kate and Bob

What colour cap does the kid standing right next to the tallest kid wear?
A. Blue
B. White
C. Maroon
D. Green

Answer : C,

Solution : The order in which they sit in opposite rows is as follows Bob Bill Jack Natasha
Kate Misa In other words, Bob, Bill and Jack are in one row (standing from left to right in that
order). Natasha , Kate and Misa are in the opposite row ( sitting from left to right in that
order). Bob wears the Green cap. Bill wears the Black cap. Jack wears the White cap. Natasha
wears the Silver cap. Kate wears the maroon cap. Misa wears the Blue cap. Height order is as
follows: Natasha>Kate and Bob>Jack>Misa>Bill. Kate and Bob are in second and third
positions. Which of them is in second and third cannot be determined from the problem.

Q.122Essay : 9 students – A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I – sit around a circular table. The following
information is given regarding the same: i) A is third to the right of H. ii) D sits in between B
and A. iii) B is third to the left of C. iv) C is right next to H on the left side. v) E is in between H
and G. vi) F is third to the right of A

Who sits second to the right of H?
A. E
B. C
C. A
D. G

Answer : D,

Solution : From clockwise, the seating pattern is as follows: D, A, G, E, H, C, I, F, B. The
questions can be easily answered once this order is established.
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Q.123Essay : 9 students – A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I – sit around a circular table. The following
information is given regarding the same: i) A is third to the right of H. ii) D sits in between B
and A. iii) B is third to the left of C. iv) C is right next to H on the left side. v) E is in between H
and G. vi) F is third to the right of A

Who sits in between C and F?
A. A
B. B
C. G
D. I

Answer : D,

Solution : From clockwise, the seating pattern is as follows: D, A, G, E, H, C, I, F, B. The
questions can be easily answered once this order is established.

Q.124Essay : 9 students – A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I – sit around a circular table. The following
information is given regarding the same: i) A is third to the right of H. ii) D sits in between B
and A. iii) B is third to the left of C. iv) C is right next to H on the left side. v) E is in between H
and G. vi) F is third to the right of A

Who sits fourth to the right of G?
A. F
B. A
C. I
D. B

Answer : A,

Solution : From clockwise, the seating pattern is as follows: D, A, G, E, H, C, I, F, B. The
questions can be easily answered once this order is established.

Q.125Essay : 9 students – A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I – sit around a circular table. The following
information is given regarding the same: i) A is third to the right of H. ii) D sits in between B
and A. iii) B is third to the left of C. iv) C is right next to H on the left side. v) E is in between H
and G. vi) F is third to the right of A

Who sits second to the left of F?
A. C
B. A
C. D
D. E

Answer : C,
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Solution : From clockwise, the seating pattern is as follows: D, A, G, E, H, C, I, F, B. The
questions can be easily answered once this order is established.

Q.126In each question below is given a pair of related words. The options for each question contain
four pairs of related word or phrases. Choose the option that best expresses the relationship
similar to the one in the question. House:Compund Wall ::
A. Door:Window
B. Plant:Stem
C. Faucet:Knob
D. Brain:Cranium

Answer : D,

Solution : A house is protected by the compound wall which surrounds it. Similarly, the brain
is surrounded by the cranium which protects it.

Q.127Each question below consists of a statement on a relationship and a question regarding that
relationship. Select the option that best answers the question. Adit is the son of Ashim. Ashim
is the husband of Prabhleen’s sister. Who is Adit to Prabhleen?
A. Grandson
B. Son
C. Nephew
D. Cannot be determined

Answer : C,

Solution : Ashim is Prabhleen’s brother –in-law. So his son would be Prabhleen’s nephew.

Q.128Each question below consists of a statement on a relationship and a question regarding that
relationship. Select the option that best answers the question. Tejas is the grandson of Hitesh
who is the father-in-law of Nithin and Nithin is the husband of Srishti. Who is Tejas to Srishti?
A. Nephew
B. Father
C. Son
D. Husband

Answer : C,

Solution : Srishti is the daughter of Hithesh. That makes Tejas her son.

Q.129Each question below consists of a statement on a relationship and a question regarding that
relationship. Select the option that best answers the question. Harjas told Chitwan, “ One of
the boys playing hockey is the brother of the daughter of my father’s only wife.” How is Harjas
related to the boy?
A. Father
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B. Cousin
C. Brother
D. Nephew

Answer : C,

Solution : Harjas’ father’s wife is his mother. The brother of her daughter is obviously her
son. So the boy would be Harjas’ brother.

Q.130Each question below consists of a statement on a relationship and a question regarding that
relationship. Select the option that best answers the question. Pointing to a picture, Anita
proclaimed “The only son of his grandfather is my husband.” How is Anita related to the man
in the picture?
A. Mother-in-law
B. Mother
C. Grandmother
D. Sister

Answer : B,

Solution : The man’s (the one who is depicted in the picture) grandfather is this lady’s father-
in-law. Therefore the man is her son.

Q.131Principle: Nuisance is the unlawful interference with a person's use or enjoyment of his land.
Facts: Deepan is the owner of a dairy. He has arranged various facilities around his house for
the mechanical extraction of milk from the cows. One day, Fix-it moves into the house next to
Deepan. Fix-it is a mechanic who conducts minor repairs within the premises of his house.
This creates some noise. Deepan files a suit alleging nuisance on the part of Fix-it as it reduces
the production of milk.
A. Fix-it is liable for creatng noise and disturbing Deepan's cows.
B. Fix-it is not liable and he has the right to do as he pleases on his land.
C. Fix-it is not liable as he knew about Deepan's cows even before he moved in.
D. Fix-it is not liable. Deepan can only take legal action after informing Fix-it about its

harmful effects.

Answer : B,

Solution : Only 'unlawful' interference is not permitted. Fix-it only performs minor repairs at
his house which cannot in any way be said to interfere in a reasonable man's enjoyment of his
land.

Q.132Principle: Causing damage to another person in itself is not actionable in law unlesss there is a
violation of the other person's right as well. Facts: CLATYAN was running a coaching centre.
Lawkey for CLAT opened a training centre right next to CLATYAN with better teachers and
facilities. Soon CLATYAN lost out on its students to Lawkey for CLAT and suffered immense
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monetary losses. CLATYAN wished to file a suit against Lawkey for CLAT for loss of earnings.
A. CLATYAN will succeed because it has incurred monetary damage.
B. CLATYAN will not succeed as there is no violation of legal right.
C. CLATYAN will succeed as its legal right to livelihood has been curtailed.
D. NOTA

Answer : B,

Solution : Mere losses only amount to damages. Unless Lawkey for CLAT infringes
CLATYAN's right to conduct business directly, no action can be taken.

Q.133Principle: Something done to prevent a greater harm can be used as a defence. Fact: Rohan
was the captain of a ship carrying a 100 people across the Indian Ocean. Unfortuntely, it
became the victim of a horrendous storm as a result of which it was placed in a precarious
drowning position. Captain Rohan, in order to save the ship, threw two passengers offboard.
However, it is important to note that before throwing the passengers out he did ensure that
they had their life jackets on. Despite the precaution, the passengers succumbed to their
injuries. The remaining passengers reached shore unharmed.
A. Captain Rohan is liable for culpable homicide.
B. Captain Rohan is liable for murder.
C. Captain Rohan is not liable.
D. Captain Rohan is liable for negligence.

Answer : C,

Solution : Captain Rohan made a tough choice for the greater good. Clearly, he cannot be
made liable for his actions in accordance to the principle.

Q.134Principle: Punishment can only be prescribed to the cause in law. Facts: Chitwan and Akshat
had a long standing rivalry. One day, Chitwan got fed up of Akshat and decided to kill him. In
pursuant of his intention, Chitwan mixed poison in Akshat's glass of milk. However, by God's
grace(or maybe not), the glass fell down and the contents of the glass spilt on the floor. Now,
Akshat, was one of those men who are hated in general. Apurva also wanted to kill Akshat and
to make his dream into a reality, he mixed cyanide in the same glass without realizing that
traces of Chitwan's poison remained. Akshat drank the milk poured into the glass and died.
A. Chitwan and Apurva are guilty of murder.
B. Apurva is guilty of murder.
C. Apurva is guilty of murder. Chitwan is guilty of culpable homicide.
D. Both are guilty of culpable homicide.

Answer : C,

Solution : The cause of Akshat's death was both the cyanide and the poison. However,
ultimately it was Apurva who had facilitated the death despite Chitan's attempt failing. It was
mere chance that Chitwan's poison was still in the cup. So applying the principle both would
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be liable but Chitwan obviosly to a lesser extent since his role in the causation was indirect.

Q.135Principle: A master shall be liable for the fraudulent acts committed by his servant in the
course of employment. Facts: Somashekhar was an old man who required the assistance of his
cousin, Sairam to deposit money in the bank. Sairam worked in the bank as a clerk.
Somashekhar had reposed complete faith in Sairam. However, later, to his dismay,
Somashekhar discovered that Sairam had misappropriated all the funds. Somashekhar sued
the bank.
A. He will succeed.
B. He will not succeed because he was negligent.
C. He will not succeed as Sairam was acting as his cousin.
D. NOTA

Answer : C,

Solution : Somashekhar entrusted money with Sairam for the reason that he was his cousin.
Therefore while collecting money from Somashekhar, Sairam played the role of his cousin and
not the employee of the bank. Therefore the act, despite being fraudulent cannot be said to
have been committed in the course of employment.

Q.136Principle: Mere silence as to the facts which are likely to affect the willingness of a person to
enter into a contract is not fraud unless the circumstances of the case are such that, on close
examination it is found to be the duty of the person keeping silent to speak or unless his
silence is in itself equivalent to speech. Facts: In an auction X sells a horse to Y. In spite of
knowing the horse to be one of unsound mind, X maintain his silence on the matter.
A. X can be held liable for fraud.
B. X can be held liable for misrepresentation.
C. X cannot be held liable since he did not say anything positive either and rather chose to

maintain his silence.
D. X cannot be liable as the buyer must be aware of all the features of the horse before

entering into a bid to purchase it.

Answer : A,

Solution : Most apt option as the current situation is one which could be pigeon-holed under
the category that the circumstances are such that they cast a duty on the seller to speak.

Q.137Principle: If the object or consideration of a contract is unlawful or immoral or against public
policy then that contract is void. Facts: Rati Agnihotri enters into a contract to sell Mango
weed to Tanishq. Later, Rati Agnihotri refuses to deliver this high quality Mango weed.
Tanishq sues for enforcement of contract. Rati Agnihotri contends the contract is void and
cannot be enforced. Is it void?
A. Yes.
B. Yes because the object is illegal.
C. Yes because the consideration is illegal.
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D. Contract is valid.

Answer : B,

Solution : It is void because the object i.e. Delivery of Mango weed for a consideration is
unlawful.

Q.138Principle: Nothing is an offence which is not intended to cause death, though it may cause
harm or be known by the doer to cause harm or likely to cause harm provided that the act is
done in good faith and any person for the benefit of whom it is done has given consent,
express or implied, to suffer that harm. Facts: Dr. Kumar performed a kidney operation of
Kowshik for the removal of stones. At the time Kowshik was already suffering from AIDS.
Kowshik knew this and the consequent risks associated with the surgery and despite this
consened to the surgery. Kowshik signed a bond certifying the same. Unfortunately, Kowshik
died.
A. Doctor is guilty of murder.
B. Dotor is not guilty.
C. Doctor is guilty of culpable homicide not amounting to murder.
D. NOTA

Answer : B,

Solution : Clear application of principle.

Q.139Principle: Whoever kidnaps or abducts any person in order that such person may be murdered
or may be disposed of as to be put in danger of being murdered shall be punished. Facts:
Sasikala abducts all the MLAs of the ruing party in fear that they may be poachd by her
nemesis Panneerselvem. When the police apprehend her, she claims Amma's atma asked her
to abduct the legislators and in any case she had no ideas to murder or put the legislators in
any danger.
A. Sasi is not liable because she has not abducted for murder.
B. Sasi is not liable for murder but she is liable for abdution.
C. Sasi is liable for kidnapping/abduction.
D. Sasi is liable for for kidnapping/abduction in order to muder.

Answer : A,

Solution : It must be noted that the offence of kidnapping/abduction is commited only when
there is the intent to murder or endanger the victim. Without that intention, no offence is
committed in accordance to the rule. Therefore Sasi is innocent.

Q.140Public holidays are declared under:
A. CrPC
B. CPC
C. Constitution of India
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D. Negotiable Instruments Act

Answer : D,

Solution : Look it up in case of doubts. Also ascertain the number of public holidays we have
in a year.

Q.141PRINCIPLE: A contract is not voidable merely because it was caused by one of the parties to it
being under a mistake as to a matter of fact. FACTS: clataholic.com suffers a server failure
while the company was changing the price of a good on its site. The company was able to
restore its site within a few minutes. The company is responsible for the upkeep of its own
servers. The server failure lead to a wrong price tag being attached to the good in question.
Enes taking advantage of this fantastic offer, orders 100 quantities of the same good. The
company refuses to deliver.
A. It was a unilateral mistake on the company's part as they were responsible for their own

servers. The company has to deliver the goods.
B. Enes should understand the company's plight and withdraw his suit
C. Such a fantastic offer wouldn't have been posible in real life, Enes should have realised the

same. It’s a case of mutual mistake.
D. The server failure is an unforseeable event and the company should not be punished for it.

Answer : A,

Solution : The company was responsible for the upkeep of it's own servers. Hence, it should
be liable for its own mistakes.

Q.142PRINCIPLE 1: If the consideration and the objects of the contract are such that it will defeat
the provisions of any law in force in India, then it's a void contract. PRINCIPLE 2: Prostitution
is a criminal offence. Facts: Suyash gives out his one room apartment to a known prostitute.
He also observes men entering and leaving at strange hours. Can he ask the Court to declare
the contract to be void?
A. Yes, it's a void contract as renting out the flat encourages prostitution.
B. It can't be a void contract as he came to know about the prostitution after he had given out

the flat on rent.
C. Allowing the contract to be repudiated will be unjust towards the prostitute.
D. None of the above.

Answer : A,

Solution : As the object of the contract leads to the facilitation of prostitution, hence it can be
declared to be a void contract.

Q.143PRINCIPLE: Ignorance of fact is excused but ignorance of law is no excuse. FACTS: Borthakur
decides to engage in the trade of animal parts with China. The Indian government allows the
export of some specific animals and their parts to foreign countries. Borthakur purchases the
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bill of the same act and discovers that he can engage in the trade of Cheetal with China. The
Customs Department raids his warehouse and seizes all his goods as Cheetal can't be traded
under the relevant Act. Borthakur shows them his copy of the Act and states that they are
violating his Constitutional Rights. The Customs Department show them the copy of the Act
present with them and prove to Borthakur that his copy of the Act has many misprints,
including the provisions related to Cheetal. What action will be taken against Borthakur?
A. Borthakur will be pardoned as it was the publisher's mistake.
B. Borthakur will be punished for breaking the law as ignorance of law is no excuse.
C. Borthakur didn't ignore the law but was mislead by the Act present with him. He shouldn't

be punished.
D. Borthakur shouldn't be punished as it's a mixture of both ignorance of law and fact.

Answer : B,

Solution : Self explanatory.

Q.144PRINCIPLE: Any direct physical interference with goods in somebody’s possession without
lawful justification is called trespass of goods. FACTS: Akash lost control while driving his
bicycle and was going to bang into Anushree. Anushree to protect herself jumps over a hedge
and into Chitwan's garden, destroying his flowers and fruits.
A. Akash is at fault.
B. Anushree is at fault.
C. Both are at fault.
D. No one is at fault.

Answer : D,

Solution : There was no direct physical inteference with any good due to Akash's act and
Anushree interfered with Chitwan's goods to save herself from injury which is a valid excuse.

Q.145PRINCIPLE: Only Parliament or State Legislatures have the authority to enact laws on their
own. No law made by the State can take away a person’s fundamental right. FACTS: The
Constitution describes the process to be adopted for the appointment of Supreme Court
judges. According to the Constitution, the judges are appointed by the President in
consultation with the senior most judges of the Supreme Court. The SC in a recent judgement
said that judges to the Supreme Court can't be appointed without the concurrence of the
senior most judges of the SC.
A. This judgement won't stand as the Court has made a new law.
B. A Constitutional bench will have to look at the issue.
C. The judgement will stand as the Court didn't enact a law but iinterpreted the law.
D. None of the above.

Answer : C,

Solution : As the SC interpreted the law, a power that it is given by the constitution, it is not
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afooulf of the principle as ut has not made a new law.

Q.146PRINCIPLE: When one person signifies to another his willingness to do or abstain from doing
anything, with a view to obtaining the assent of that person to such an act or abstinence, he is
said to have made a proposal. FACTS: X asked Z to the NLS Ball. Z said she might agree to
come if X would gift her chocolates and roses. On the day of the ball, Z stands outside X's
hostel, with chocolates and flowers, and asks her to come to the ball with him.
A. X will have to come as a valid contract has been formed.
B. X may or may not accept Z's proposal.
C. X can't be compelled to come.
D. It is too trivial an issue for Contracts law.

Answer : B,

Solution : Only a proposal has been made, it is X's discretion whether she accepts or not.

Q.147PRINCIPLE: A mere right to sue can't be transferred. FACTS: SaiRam is Munshi's only son.
Munshi has been fighting a property dispute with Mrinali. Munshi died under suspicious
circumstances and foul play was suspected. Munshi didn't leave behind a will. SaiRam
engaged Hamza and sued Mrinali for the property.
A. SaiRam has the right to sue as he has inherited the property.
B. SaiRam can't sue Mrinali as a mere right to sue can't be transferred.
C. Munshi's right on the property ended after his death. Hence, SaiRam can't sue as a

successor of Munshi.
D. The Court will decide Munshi's suit even after his death and hence, there's no need for

SaiRam to file a case.

Answer : A,

Solution : Not only a mere right to sue but even the rights to the property, disputed as they
are have been inherited.

Q.148PRINCIPLE: A public office cannot be transferred nor can the salary of a public officer
whether before or after it has become payable. FACTS: Apurva, an IAS officer as part of his
loan agreement with Corporation Bank has his salary transferred from his account to theirs to
pay for the loan taken by him from them to engage in futures market trading. Does his act
violate the principle?
A. Yes, the principle has been violated.
B. No, Apurva isn't at fault.
C. It depends on the Court's discretion.
D. If it was a public sector lender, then the principle wouldn't have been violated.

Answer : B,

Solution : The Principle refers to a transfer in terms of one person holding the post, while the
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other draws the salary. This is not the case.

Q.149PRINCIPLE: A man must not make such use of his property as unreasonably and unnecessarily
to cause inconvenience to his neighbours. FACTS: Abhiroop was an aspiring drummer whose
dream was to open for U2. He wanted to impress them with his talent and then become a part
of their band. He used to practice everyday for four hours. He used to practice in the attic of
his four storey house. Negi who used to live in a single storey house next door used to hear the
noise sporadically and was extremely disturbed by it.
A. Negi can't do anything as Abhiroop is using his property reasonably.
B. Abhiroop has to stop and give up on his dream.
C. Abhiroop should switch to a quiter instrument.
D. None of the above.

Answer : A,

Solution : Factors such as Abhiroop practicing in the morning, Negi only able to hear the
noise sporadically and the large distance between their houses, tilts the case in Abhiroop's
favour.

Q.150PRINCIPLE: The occupier of premises owes a duty of care to all his invitees and visitors.
FACTS: Patni had invited Palash to lunch. While Boru went to the kitchen to check on the
dessert. Palash started looking around and entered the drawing room. Seeing a very beautiful
painting, Palash touched it but received a heavy electric shock. Patni had installed it for the
painting's protection.
A. Patni is liable as Palash was his invitee.
B. Patni is liable as he should have explicitly told Palash about his security measures.
C. Patni is not liable as Palash contributed to his injury.
D. Patni isn't liable as Palash shouldn't have gone roaming inside the house unescorted.

Answer : A,

Solution : It isn't unreasonable to expect the guest to go to the drawing room. Protecting the
paintings by electric shocks without any warnings for the same is irresponsible.

Q.151PRINCIPLE: “Trespass” is an unlawful interference with one's person, property or rights.
FACTS: Jassi decided to put an extremely ugly painting on his boundary wall. Kumar, the RWA
president, fearing that such a painting would discourage people from coming to the colony,
asked Jassi to take it down. Jassi refused. Kumar took it down himself..
A. Kumar isn't liable as he did this to protect the colony people.
B. No trespass as this was a necessary action to ensure that the colony's property prices

didn't fall down.
C. Kumar is liable for failing to convince Jassi.
D. Kumar is liable for trespass.

Answer : D,
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Solution : Since Kumar moved Jassi's painting without his knowledge, it clearly amounts to
trespass.

Q.152PRINCIPLE: Trespass means entering upon immovable property of another. FACTS: Ojha was
passing on the road, when he suddenly felt really tired. Wanting to take a nap, he goes and sits
in Aditi's convertible without her permission. Is Ojha liable for trespass?
A. Yes, as he encroached on the property of Aditi's without her permission.
B. No, as he was just doing an act as harmless as taking a nap.
C. Yes, as he should have asked for Aditi's permission.
D. No, as a convertible is not considered as immovable property.

Answer : D,

Solution : A convertible is a movable property.

Q.153PRINCIPLE: A contract is enforceable only if it has been entered into by free consent of both
the parties. FACTS: Navedia is the owner of a wheat mill. He wants to procure 100 tons of
cotton from the farmers at the cost of Rs. 40 per kg. However the government has set the
price of wheat at the minimum of Rs. 55 per kg. He is thus forced to agree to this price. He
later defaults on the contract and says that it isn't enforceable since he never gave free
consent to it.
A. Navedia's stance is logical and justifiable. The government cannot impose prices on the

citizen's and force them to enter into contracts.
B. Even if the government has the right to impose prices for certain commodities the very fact

that the consent given by Navedia to the contract was not free, makes it unenforceable.
C. The contract is enforceable as the consent has been given freely.
D. None of the above.

Answer : C,

Solution : Agreeing to the measures of the government before starting a business is
considered as taking consent in all forms. Therefore, consent is deemed to be given.

Q.154PRINCIPLE: Preventing movement in any direction amounts to false imprisonment. FACTS:
Meena stands in front of Avinash's room's door and prevents Avinash from going forward and
entering the room. Is he liable for false imprisonment?
A. Yeah, Meena is liable.
B. No, as Meena's movement in every direction wasn’t restricted.
C. Meena was doing it on a dare.
D. All of the above

Answer : A,

Solution : Since Meena did not allow Avinash to enter, it clearly false imprisonment.
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Q.155PRINCIPLE: The person with the last opportunity to avert danger must bear responsibility.
FACTS: Jayant was driving his car on a seemingly empty road. The street lights weren't
working. He was way above the speed limit when he crashed into a cyclist driving in his
designated lane.
A. He is liable.
B. He isn't liable.
C. The municipality is liable as the street lights aren't working.
D. None of the above.

Answer : A,

Solution : As he had the last opportunity to avoid the accident, thus he is liable.

Q.156PRINCIPLE: A person is said to be of sound mind for the purpose of making a contract if, at
the time when he makes it, he is capable of understanding it and of forming a rational
judgment as to its effect upon his interests. FACTS: Aditi, who is a very good painter, is also a
patient in a mental asylum, who, at intervals, is of sound mind. During one of these intervals,
she entered into a relationship with Subodh to paint a picture of him for a specified amount.
She, however, asked Subodh to pay her the entire amount in advance. One month later, on the
day of delivery of the painting, Aditi refused to perform the contract saying that she suffers
from insanity. Can Subodh force performance?
A. Yes, because Aditi was of sound mind when she entered into the contract.
B. No, because Aditi had been of unsound mind even while the contract was signed which is

proved by the fact that she was admitted in an asylum.
C. Yes, because a good painter can paint irrespective of his/her mental stability.
D. No, because it was silly on Subodh’s part to enter into a contract with a mental patient

admitted in an asylum.

Answer : A,

Solution : According to the Principle, the person has to be of sound mind while entering into
the contract, which is true for Aditi in this case. It does not matter if she was of unsound mind
otherwise, the only material consideration is her mental state while entering into the contract.

Q.157PRINCIPLE: Mere silence as to the facts likely to affect the willingness of a person to enter
into a contract is not a fraud, unless the circumstances of the case are such that, on close
examination it is found to be the duty of the person keeping silent to speak, or unless his
silence is, in itself, equivalent to speech. FACTS: Samyak sells by auction to Vidisha, a horse
which Samyak knows to be of unsound state of mind. Samyak says nothing to Vidisha about
the horse’s unsound state of mind. Give the correct answer.
A. Samyak can be held liable for fraud.
B. Samyak can be held liable for misrepresentation.
C. Samyak cannot be held liable, because he did not say anything positive about the mental

state of the horse.
D. Samyak cannot be held liable because it is the buyer who must be aware of the things.
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Answer : C,

Solution : Samyak's silence was merely of facts, which could've affected Vidisha's willingness
to enter into a contract, but this is not a fraud according to the Principle and there is no duty
on Samyak to reveal this fact.

Q.158PRINCIPLE: If the consideration or object of an agreement is forbidden by law, or is of such a
nature that would defeat the provisions of any law, or is fraudulent, or is injurious to the
person or property of another or, the Court regards it as immoral, or opposed to public policy,
then the object or consideration shall be deemed unlawful. Every agreement of which the
object or consideration is unlawful is void. FACTS: Apurv enters into a contract with Tanvi
whereby Tanvi will supply Apurv with 10 grams of cocaine for a specified amount. Is the
contract void?
A. No, because the contract is for the sale of illegal drugs.
B. No, because Apurv and Tanvi have entered into the contract out of their own free will, and

being the citizens of a free country, they have the right to do so.
C. Yes, because drugs are harmful.
D. None of the above.

Answer : A,

Solution : The object of the contract i.e. sale of cocaine is forbidden by law and thus, the
contract is void.

Q.159PRINCIPLE: Nothing which is not intended to cause death, is an offence by reason of any harm
which it may cause, or be intended by the doer to cause, or be known by the doer to be likely
to cause, to any person for whose benefit it is done in good faith, and who has given a consent,
whether express or implied, to suffer that harm, or to take the risk of that harm. FACTS: A
fake doctor operated on a man for internal piles by cutting them out with an ordinary kitchen
knife. The man died of haemorrhage.
A. Doctor is guilty of murder. 
B. Doctor is not guilty.
C. Doctor is guilty of culpable homicide not amounting to murder 
D. None of the above.

Answer : C,

Solution : The fake doctor did not intend to cause death, although his action (performing a
surgery) can be taken as likely to cause death, thus, this would amount to culpable homicide
not amounting to murder. Had there been also an intention to cause death, then it'd have been
murder.

Q.160PRINCIPLE: Nothing which is not intended to cause death, is an offence by reason of any harm
which it may cause, or be intended by the doer to cause, or be known by the doer to be likely
to cause, to any person for whose benefit it is done in good faith, and who has given a consent,
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whether express or implied, to suffer that harm, or to take the risk of that harm. FACTS: Dr
Mohnish performed a kidney operation upon Jayant for removal of kidney stones. Jayant was
already suffering with AIDS. Dr Mohnish had warned Jayant of all the possible risks. Jayant,
out of his own volition, decided to undertake the risks and signed a bond certifying the same.
Jayant died of haemorrhage as a result of the operation.
A. Doctor is guilty of murder. 
B. Doctor is not guilty.
C. Doctor is guilty of culpable homicide not amounting to murder 
D. None of the above.

Answer : C,

Solution : There was no intention to cause death, Jayant had consented to the risks and the
operation was done in good faith. Hence, not guilty.

Q.161On the basis of the principle and facts given below, answer the next 5 questions. PRINCIPLES:
A. Whoever intending to take any moveable property out of the possession of any person
without that person’s consent, moves that property out of his or her possession, is said to
commit theft. B. A person who, without lawful excuse, damages any property belonging to
another intending to damage any such property shall be guilty of causing criminal damage. C.
Damage means any impairment of the value of a property. FACTS: Draupadi, an old lady of 85
years, used to live with her granddaughter Subhadra. Draupadi was ill and therefore
bedridden for several months. In those months, she could not tolerate any noise and it ‘became
quite difficult to clean her room. After she died, Subhadra hired a cleaner, Vinodji, to clean the
room and throw away any rubbish that may be there. There was a pile of old newspapers
which Draupadi had stacked in a corner of her room. Vinodji asked Subhadra if he should clear
away the pile of old newspapers, to which she said yes, Vinodji took the pile to the
municipality rubbish dump. While Vinodji was sorting and throwing away the newspapers, he
was very surprised to find a beautiful painting in between two sheets of paper. He thought
that Subhadra probably wouldn’t want this old painting back, especially because it was torn in
several places and the colour was fading. He took the painting home, mounted it on a wooden
frame and hung it on the wall of his bedroom. Unknown to him, the painting was an old
‘masterpiece, and worth twenty thousand rupees. Before mounting the painting, Vinodji pasted
it on a plain sheet of paper so that it does not tear any more. By doing so, he made its
professional ‘restoration very difficult and thereby reduced its value by half. Vinodji’s
neighbour Champi discovered that the painting belonged to Subhadra. With the motive of
returning the painting to Subhadra, Champi climbed through an open window into Vinodji’s
room when he was away one afternoon and removed the painting from his house. QUESTION:
Has Vinodji committed theft?
A. Yes, Vinodji has committed theft of the newspapers and the painting.
B. No, Vinodji has not committed theft because he had Draupadi’s consent.
C. Yes, Vinodji has committed theft of the painting, but not of the newspapers
D. No, Vinodji has not committed theft because he has not moved the painting out of

Draupadi’s possession.
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Answer : B,

Solution : Boru had been specifically told to clear the pile of newspapers and other rubbish,
which reveals that Armani did not want anything and Boru had her consent to take away the
painting.

Q.162QUESTION: Is Vinodji guilty of criminal damage?
A. No, Vinodji is not guilty of criminal damage as he did not intentionally impair the value of

the painting.
B. Yes, Vinodji is guilty of criminal damage as he intentionally stuck the paper on to the

painting
C. No, Vinodji is not guilty of criminal damage as he does not have the painting in his

possession anymore.
D. No, Vinodji is not guilty of criminal damage as he has not destroyed the painting.

Answer : A,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.163QUESTION: If Vinodji had discovered the painting before leaving Subhadra’s house rather
than at the rubbish dump, would he have been guilty of theft in this case?
A. Yes, he would be guilty of theft of the newspapers and the paintings.
B. No, he would not be guilty of theft.
C. Yes, he would be guilty of theft of the painting.
D. None of the above.

Answer : C,

Solution : Since at Armani's house, the painting would've been in the possession of Armani
instead of Boru, it'd have amounted to theft had Boru taken it away without her consent.

Q.164QUESTION: Is Champi guilty of theft?
A. No, Champi is now guilty of theft since the person she took the painting from (Vinodji) was

not its lawful owner.
B. No, Champi is not guilty of theft since she took the painting only with the motive of

returning it to Subhadra.
C. Yes, Champi is guilty of theft as she took the painting out of Vinodji’s possession without

his consent.
D. None of the above.

Answer : C,

Solution : Irrespective of whether Boru was the actual owner of the painting in question, he
had possession and Hrishika took the painting out of his possession without his consent and
this constitutes theft.
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Q.165QUESTION: Which of the following propositions could be inferred from the facts and the rules
specified?
A. Champi is guilty of criminal damage as the person she took the painting from (Vinodji) was

not its lawful owner.
B. Champi is guilty of criminal damage as she took the painting without Vinodji’s consent.
C. Champi is not guilty of criminal damage as the painting has not been completely

destroyed.
D. None of the above.

Answer : B,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.166PRINCIPLE: No Person shall be prosecuted for the same offence twice. FACTS: Rajiv Chanda
was driving his BMW when he drove the car on the pathway and crushed three people to
death. Due to lack of evidence he is acquitted, now the prosecution finds eye witness and
evidence against him. They want to prosecute him again.
A. Rajiv Chanda cannot be prosecuted again.
B. He can be prosecuted since there is fresh evidence against him.
C. He cannot be prosecuted as his grandfather was the chief of Army.
D. He can be prosecuted again as he was not punished at all.

Answer : D,

Solution : The principle does not mention any exception to the rule that no person can be
prosecuted twice for the same offence, which is being done in this case and so, the answer is
A.

Q.167Principles: A. A minor is a person who is below the age of eighteen. However, where a
guardian administers the minor’s property, the age of majority is twenty-one. B. A minor is not
permitted by law to enter into a contract. Hence, where a minor enters into a contract with a
major person, the contract is not enforceable. This effectively means that neither the minor
nor the other party can make any claim on the basis of the contract. C. In a contract with a
minor, if the other party hands over any money or confers any other benefit on the minor, the
same shall not be recoverable from the minor unless the other party was deceived by the
minor to hand over money or any other benefit. The other party will have to show that the
minor misrepresented her age, he was ignorant about the age of the minor and that he handed
over the benefit on the basis of such representation. Facts: Animesh convinces Kumud, a girl
aged 18 that she would sell her land to him. Kumud’s mother Parineeti is her guardian.
Nonetheless Kumud, without the permission of Parineeti, sells the land to Animesh for a total
sum of rupees fifty lakh, paid in full and final settlement of the price. Parineeti challenges this
transaction claiming the Kumud is a minor and hence the possession of the land shall not be
given to Animesh. Thus Animesh is in a difficult situation and has no idea how to recover his
money from Kumud. Why is Parineeti justified in challenging the sale transaction?
A. Kumud is of unsound mind and is not in a position to make rational decisions.
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B. Though Kumud is eighteen year old, she will be treated as a minor, as Parineeti is her
guardian.

C. Though Kumud is eighteen year old, she cannot sell the land without the permission of her
mother.

D. Though Kumud is eighteen year old she should not be treated like a person who has
attained the age.

Answer : B,

Solution : The Principle clearly states that for the purpose of administration of a minor's
property, the age of minority shall be determined at 21 and not 18.

Q.168QUESTION: Animesh can be allowed to recover the money only if he can show that-
A. He was deceived by Kumud who misrepresented her age.
B. He honestly believed that Kumud was empowered under the law to sell the land.
C. He was an honest person who had paid the full price of the land to Kumud.
D. Both (a) and (b).

Answer : A,

Solution : It is clearly stated that if the person is deceived by the minor regarding his age, the
amount can be recovered from him.

Q.169QUESTION: In order to defend the sale, Kumud will need to show that-
A. Kumud has attained the age of majority.
B. Kumud is mature enough to make rational decisions regarding her own affairs.
C. The sale transaction was beneficial to her interest and will enhance her financial status.
D. None of the above.

Answer : A,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.170QUESTION: Which of the following is correct?
A. Animesh should be allowed to recover the money because even though there is no

contract, Kumud and Parineeti should not be allowed to unjustly benefit from Animesh’s
money.

B. Animesh should be allowed the possession of the land because Parineeti can always decide
to approve the transaction between Animesh and Kumud.

C. Animesh should not be allowed to recover because he induced Kumud, a minor, to sell the
land.

D. None of the above.

Answer : C,
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Solution : It was Animesh who convinced Saha Bai to sell the land, and not the other way
around. Had it been the other way around, only then Animesh could've recovered the money.

Q.171QUESTION: Which of the following is correct?
A. If Animesh is allowed to recover the money, that will defeat the law framed for protecting

the minors against fraudulent persons.
B. If Animesh is not allowed to recover that will cause him injustice as he has not paid off the

entire sale price.
C. If Animesh is allowed to recover, Parineeti will benefit from both the money and the land.
D. None of the above.

Answer : A,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.172PRINCIPLE: A contract is said to be induced by undue influence where the relations subsisting
between the parties are such that one of the parties is in a position to dominate the will of the
other and uses that position to obtain an unfair advantage over the other. FACTS: Sajjan
Singh, advanced money to his step-son, Ghantilal while Ghantilal was a minor. Ghantilal,
however, looks upon Sajjan Singh as his own father. When Ghantilal came of age, Sajjan Singh
obtained, by misuse of parental influence, from Ghantilal, a bond for a greater amount than
the sum due in respect of the advance. The contract clearly appears to be unconscionable.
Upon whom will the burden of proof rest to prove the element of undue influence?
A. The burden of proof will rest on Ghantilal.
B. The burden of proof will rest on Sajjan Singh.
C. Undue influence has not been exercised at all because, in India, we consider it our duty to

obey our parents.
D. Undue influence has been exercised because, though in India, we consider it our duty to

obey our parents, we should not forget that Sajjan Singh was not Ghantilal’s father.

Answer : B,

Solution : Ayush Singh will have to show that he had not dominated the will of Ayush Singh to
enter into the contract to gain an unfair advantage over him.

Q.173PRINCIPLE: A person is liable for the tort of negligence if he breaches a legal duty of care he
owes to the plaintiff, and the plaintiff suffered a damage resulting from this breach. FACTS:
Valkatamma was suffering from a health condition in her stomach which required her to go
through a surgery that involved cutting her stomach open as per the advice of her doctor, Dr
Chembunarayan. Though the operation was successful, after a few weeks, she started
suffering from an infection which was a result of her stomach being cut open for the surgery
though all the reasonable precautions to avoid any such infection had been taken by the group
of surgeons who operated upon her. She visited another doctor, Dr Kuttalalingam, after the
development of this infection, and he told her that even a laser surgery could have cured her
stomach ailment without exposing her to the risk of infection. However, as a matter of fact,
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there were many doctors in the country who supported the advice given by Dr
Chembunarayan to cure her health condition, and there were many others who were of the
same opinion as that of Dr Kuttalalingam. Nevertheless, Valkatamma sued Dr
Chembunarayan. Decide.
A. Dr Chembunarayan will win because he had followed an accepted and established medical

procedure. Moreover, reasonable precautions had been taken during the surgery.
B. Dr Chembunarayan will win because the only operation was his responsibility and the

operation was successful. What happens post the operation is not his responsibility.
C. Dr Chembunarayan will lose unless he is able to prove that the practice he chose was

better than the other practice in this case.
D. Dr Chembunarayan will lose because being a doctor, he owes a greater duty of care and it

was his responsibility to ensure that his patients do not have to deal with such
consequences.

Answer : A,

Solution : There was no breach of duty to care and all reasonable precautions were taken.
The mere fact that many doctors advocate an alternate form of treatment does not constitute a
breach of duty on Dr Chitwan's part.

Q.174PRINCIPLE: A person is liable for the tort of negligence if he breaches a legal duty of care he
owes to the plaintiff, and the plaintiff suffered a damage resulting from this breach. FACTS:
Nitin started to drive his Tata Nano in the highway after gulping down two bottles of whiskey.
Isaac was driving his Reva NXR with the headlights turned off. They collided resulting in an
injury on Isaac’s head. Nitin, who was highly intoxicated, had only a narrow chance to avoid
the collision, but because of the high levels of alcohol in his blood, he was unable to do so.
Isaac sued Nitin for negligence. Will he succeed?
A. Yes, because Nitin should be taught a lesson.
B. Yes, because Nitin breached the duty of care that he owes to the other people commuting

on the highway.
C. No, because Isaac provided Nitin with only a narrow window of time to avoid the collision.
D. No, because they had no business driving on the highway late into the night.

Answer : B,

Solution : Avinash breached his duty of care i.e. not being drunk while driving. Thus, this
constitutes a tort.

Q.175PRINCIPLE: The intentional use of force against another person without lawful justification
constitutes the tort of battery. FACTS: During the Freshers’ Party of Beliaghata Law College,
Saanchi pulled Aurobind’s shots. Aurobind started crying because his shots had been snatched
away and decided to sue Saanchi for battery. Will Aurobind succeed in his claim?
A. No, because Aurobind could easily have helped himself to another glass.
B. es, because Saanchi had used force against Aurobind without lawful justification.
C. No, because law does not take note of trifles.
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D. Yes, because Saanchi had infringed upon Aurobind’s right to the shots.

Answer : B,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.176PRINCIPLE: Interference with someone’s possession or enjoyment of movable property
constitutes the tort of trespass of goods. FACTS: Ranveer, a con-man by profession, was sitting
in his lawn with some stolen books by William Shakespeare. Suddenly, his neighbour,
Anushka, entered and tried to snatch away those books from him saying that they belong to
her. As it turns out, she was right. Still, Ranveer sues Anushka for trespass to goods. Will he
succeed?
A. Yes, because the books were in Ranveer’s possession, and trespass is a tort against

possession and not against ownership.
B. Yes, because she shouldn’t snatch things just like that. It is bad manners.
C. No, because she was the rightful owner of the books.
D. No, because the books do not belong to Ranveer, and no matter who they belong to,

Ranveer cannot sue.

Answer : A,

Solution : The Principle clearly states that trespass is interference with someone's possession
and not ownership. Thus, A is the correct answer.

Q.177PRINCIPLE: A principal is liable for all the acts of the agent which he does in his capacity as
an agent. FACTS: A Bollywood actor turned producer Balwan Khan makes a movie ‘MAA
ONE’, he takes loan from a money lender Mr. Danjay Sutt, the film releases and as expected is
a flop, the producer could not return the money, Danjay Sutt does not goes through the legal
channel but asks Kancha Cheena to recover the debt on his behalf. In the process of recovery
Kancha Cheena damages the property and manhandles Balwan Khan. Balwan Khan files case
against Danjay Sutt. The money lender says he was ignorant of the collection tactics of Kancha
Cheena, Is he liable in case?
A. No he is not liable, as the act was done without the permission of Danjay Sutt.
B. No as Kancha Cheena was not an agent, and was a goon.
C. Yes as Kancha Cheena was appointed to recover money by Danjay Sutt.
D. No as Balwan Khan has defaulted by not paying back and he deserved such a treatment.

Answer : C,

Solution : Since Srishti was acting in the capacity of an agent on behalf of Akash, Akash is to
be held responsible for all actions of Srishti which he performs in capacy of his agent.

Q.178FOR QUESTIONS 23 and 24 PRINCIPLE: Whoever, intending to take dishonestly any movable
property out of the possession of any person without that person’ s consent, moves that
property in order to such taking, is said to commit theft. The consent mentioned in the
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definition may be express or implied, and may be given either by the person in possession, or
by any person having for that purpose authority either express or implied. FACTS: Anjali,
embarking on a one-month trip to Venice, entrusts her Pomeranian to Tina, the owner of a
kennel, till Anjali returns from her vacations. Anjali pays Tina to take care of her Pomeranian.
Tina carries the Pomeranian to a pet-shop owner, and sells it. Has Tina committed theft?
A. Yes, because Tina sold it off without the consent of Anjali.
B. No, because the Pomeranian could not be taken out of Anjali’s possession because it was

not in Anjali’s possession at that time.
C. No, because the Pomeranian was in Tina’s possession, and therefore, Tina had absolute

right over it.
D. None of the above.

Answer : B,

Solution : Since the principle talks about possession and not ownership, the dog was in
Pomeranian was in Nikki's ownsership and not Jyotsana's at the time and thus, this does not
constitute theft.

Q.179QUESTION: Avantik gives his gold chain to Nikhil, a jeweller, for repairs. Nikhil carries it to
his shop. After the gold chain have been repaired, Avantik defaults on the payment. Nikhil
refuses to deliver back the gold chain, retains them lawfully as a security for the debt. Avantik,
who was aware that Nikhil was retaining the gold chain as a security for his debt, enters the
shop openly, and takes the gold chain by force out of Nikhil’s possession, and takes it away.
Has Avantik committed theft?
A. Yes, because he, with dishonest intention, takes the gold chain out of Nikhil’s possession,

with the intention of depriving Nikhil of the property as a security for his debt.
B. Yes, because the gold chain are in Nikhil’s possession, therefore, Nikhil is their rightful

owner.
C. No, because the gold chain belong to Avantik.
D. None of the above.

Answer : A,

Solution : Since the principle talks about possession and not ownership, the chain was in
Khanna's ownsership and not Nikhil's at the time and thus, this consitutes theft.

Q.180PRINCIPLE: When one person signifies to another his willingness to do or abstain from doing
anything, with a view to obtaining the assent of that person to such an act or abstinence, he is
said to have made a proposal. FACTS: Ramchandra telegraphed to Shyam Sunder, writing:
“Will you sell me your Rolls Royce car? Telegram the lowest cash price.” Shyam Sunder also
replied by telegram: “Lowest price for car is Rs. 20 lakh.” Ramanuj immediately sent his
consent through telegram stating: “I agree to buy the car for Rs. 20 lakh asked by you.” Shyam
Sunder refused to sell the car.
A. He cannot refuse to sell the car because the contract has already been made.
B. He can refuse to sell the car because it was only invitation to offer and not the real offer.
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C. It was not a valid offer because willingness to enter into a contract was absent.
D. None of the above.

Answer : C,

Solution : Self-explanatory.

Q.181How many numbers from 1 to 400 will give a remainder of 4 when divided by 6, 7 or 8?
A. 2
B. 4
C. 3
D. None of these.

Answer : B,

Solution : The required value is the LCM of 6,7 and 8 or any multiple of the LCM + 4 The
LCM of 6,7 and 8 is 168. Required numbers will be any multiple of 168+4 Smallest value is 4.
Other values are 168+4 = 172 and 336+4 = 340 There are 3 such values.

Q.182Two numbers are selected at random from the first 20 natural numbers. Find the probability
that the two numbers are either multiples of 3 or multiples of 4?
A. 9/38
B. 1/2
C. 5/22
D. 13/20

Answer : A,

Solution : There are 6 multiples of 3 from 1 to 20. There are 5 multiples of 4 from 1 to 20.
Also, there is one multiple of 12 which has been counted twice. Therefore, number of multiples
= 6+5-1 = 10 Number of favourable cases = 10C2 Total number of cases = 20C2 Therefore,
required probability = 10C2/20C2 = (90/2) / (380/2) = 9/38

Q.183If the selling price of 750 grams is same as the cost price of 1000 grams, then find the selling
price in Rs/Kg if the cost price of 27 Kgs is Rs.81?
A. Rs 3/Kg
B. Rs.5/Kg
C. Rs.4/Kg
D. Rs.3.5/Kg

Answer : C,

Solution : CP of 27 Kg = Rs.81 CP of 1 Kg = Rs.3 SP of 750 grams = CP of 1 Kg = Rs.3 SP of
1 Kg = (3/750) x 1000 = Rs.4
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Q.184A person added an impurity equal to 20% to the pure component and sold it at a markup of
25%. If impurity is free of cost, what can be definitely said about the overall profit%?
A. Equal to 50%
B. Greater than 50%
C. Between 45% and 50%
D. Equal to 45%.

Answer : A,

Solution : 20% of impurity free of cost added to the pure component = 20% profit. Mark-up =
25% Overall profit = 25+20+(500/100) = 50% profit.

Q.185At what time between 8 and 9 will the two hands of a correct clock coincide?
A. 43 minutes after 8 am.
B. 43 and 7/11 minutes after 8 am.
C. 43 minutes
D. 43 and 2/5 minutes after 8 am.

Answer : B,

Solution : At 8 am, the minute hand is behind by 40 minutes. To coincide, it has to cover 40
minutes more with reference to the hour hand. = (60/55) x 40 = 12 x 40 / 11 = 480/11 = 43
and 7/11 minutes past 8 am.

Q.186The average age of a group of 7 people decreases by 2 years when a new person joins the
group. If the earlier average is 33 years, find the age of the new person who joins the group?
A. 19 yrs
B. 18 yrs
C. 17 yrs
D. 16 yrs

Answer : C,

Solution : The initial average = 33 years. Therefore, total = 33 x 7 = 231 years. Therefore,
[(231+x) / 8] = 31 231+x = 248 x = 17 years

Q.187How many pairs of numbers are there such that the HCF is 25 while the LCM is 150?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3

Answer : A,

Solution : Let the 2 numbers be 25 x a and 25 x b. Therefore, 25 x a x 25 x b = 25 x 150 a x b
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= 6 where a and b must be co-prime. The possible options for the values of a and b will be 1
and 6 or 2 and 3. There are 2 possible pairs.

Q.188A person was asked to mark-up the price of an item by 5%. By mistake he discounted it by 5%
while marking the price. Because of the mistake, the earning per item was reduced by Rs.50.
Find the cost price of the item?
A. 200
B. 500
C. 1000
D. 2000

Answer : B,

Solution : Let the cost price of the item be Rs.X. Therefore, the company wanted the marked
price to be Rs.1.05X. Due to the person’s mistake, the price was marked as Rs.0.95X.
Therefore, 1.05X-0.95X = Rs.50. 0.10X = Rs.50 X = Rs.500

Q.189A person sold two items for Rs.800 each, one at 30% profit and the other at 30% loss. Find the
overall profit or loss% earned?
A. no profit, no loss
B. loss of 1%
C. loss of 3%
D. loss of 9%

Answer : D,

Solution : Any questioon where two products are being sold, one for x% profit and the other
for x% loss, the following formula can be used. Here, x is 30. (30x30)/100 = 900/100 = 9%
loss.

Q.190A and B start a business with a capital of Rs.6,000 and Rs.8,000 respectively. After 4 months,
C joined the business with a capital of Rs.10,000. In what ratio will the profit get divided at the
end of one year?
A. 9:10:11
B. 3:8:7
C. 9:12:10
D. 3:4:5

Answer : C,

Solution : The equivalent contributions of A,B and C will be as follows: A = 6000 x 12 =
72000 B = 8000 x 12 = 96000 C = 10000 x 8 = 80000 The profit will get divided in the ratio
72:96:80 = 9:12:10.

Q.191Find the difference between the CI and the SI on a sum of Rs.5600 at 10% per annum for two
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years?
A. Rs. 28
B. Rs. 56
C. Rs. 84
D. None of these.

Answer : C,

Solution : Effective rate of interest in case of SI = 10+10 = 20%. Effective rate of interest in
case of CI = 10+10+(100/100) = 21%. CI is 1% more than the SI. Therefore, difference = 1%
of Rs.5600 = Rs.56.

Q.192A is twice as efficient as B and together they can finish a work in 15 days. In how many days
can A do it alone
A. 20 days
B. 22.5 days
C. 30 days
D. 45 days

Answer : B,

Solution : Let B do 1 unit per day and so A will do 2 units per day. Total (A+B) = 3 units per
day. Therefore, total work = 45 units. A alone can do the work in 45/2 = 22.5 days.

Q.193Waking at 3/4th of my normal speed, I reach a place 15 minutes late. Find the time taken for
the journey today?
A. 30 mins
B. 40 mins
C. 45 mins
D. 60 mins

Answer : D,

Solution : If speed becomes 3/4th of the normal speed, time taken will become 4/3 of the
normal time. Let the normal time be t and so time taken today 4t/3. 4t/3 – t = 15 minutes t/3 =
15 minutes or, t = 45 minutes. Time taken today = 45+15 = 60 minutes.

Q.194If the speed of a boat in still water is 15 km/hr while the speed of the stream is 3 km/hr, find
the time taken to travel a distance of 72 km and come back?
A. 8 hrs
B. 10 hrs
C. 12 hrs
D. 20 hrs

Answer : B,
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Solution : Speed upstream = 15-3 = 12 kmph Speed downstream = 15+3 = 18 kmph. Time
taken upstream = 72/12 = 6 hours. Time taken downstream = 72/18 = 4 hours. Total time
taken = 10 hours.

Q.1952 cards are drawn from a pack of cards at random. Find the probability that one is Red while
the other is a black coloured king?
A. 1/17
B. 1/51
C. 2/51
D. 3/52

Answer : C,

Solution : Total number of ways = 52C2. Favourable number of ways = 26C1 x 2C1 = 26 x 2
Probability = 26 x 2 x 2 / 52 x 51 = 2/51.

Q.196A can give B 25 points in a 100 point game while B can give C 10 points in a 50 point game. In
a 75 point game between A and C who will beat whom and by how many points?
A. A will beat C by 25 points.
B. A will beat C by 30 points
C. A will beat C by 35 points
D. None of these.

Answer : B,

Solution : A B C 100 75 50 40 A B C 200 150 120 In a 200 point game, A can give C 80 points.
Therefore, in a 75 point game, A can give C = (80/200) x 75 = 2x75/5 = 30 points.

Q.197What is the quantity of a Rs.45/litre milk that needs to be mixed with 25 litres of a Rs. 25/litre
milk so that when the mixture is sold at Rs 39/litre, there is a profit of 30%?
A. 7.5 ltr
B. 8.33 ltrs
C. 10 ltrs
D. 16.66 ltrs

Answer : B,

Solution : The SP of Rs.39/lit includes a profit of 30%. Therefore, MV x (130/100) = 39 (MV
represents Mean Value) MV = Rs.30/lit Therefore, x/25 = (25-30) /(30-45) x/25 = -5/-15 x/25 =
1/3 x=25/3 = 8.33 litres.

Q.198If 1st of January of year X is a thursday and X is a non end of century year divisible by 4, find
the number of Sundays in the month of February in the year X?
A. 3
B. 4
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C. 5
D. 6

Answer : C,

Solution : 1st of January is a Thursday. 29th of January is also a Thursday. 30th January is a
Friday. 31st January is a Saturday. 1st February is a Sunday. Also, the year is a leap year.
Therefore, the Sundays are 1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th February 2015.

Q.199Inspite of a 8.33% decrease in the price of a commodity, the expenditure remained constant.
Find the % increase in consumption?
A. 7.71%
B. 8.33%
C. 9.09%
D. 10%

Answer : C,

Solution : 8.33% is the equivalent of 1/12. Let the initial price be 12 and so the new price will
be 11. If price changes from 12 to 11, and expenditure is constant, the consumption will
change from 11 to 12. % change = [(12-11)/11] x 100 = 100/11 = 9.09%.

Q.200A 40 litres container has milk and water in the ratio 3:5. 10 litres are drawn out and replaced
with 10 litres of water. Find the ratio of milk to water in the container at the end of the
operation?
A. 9:23
B. 9:32
C. 23:32
D. None of these.

Answer : A,

Solution : Let Z represent the fraction of milk at the end of the operation. Z/(3/8) = (40-10)/40
Z / (3/8) = 3/4 Therefore, Z=(3/4) x (3/8) = 9/32 Ratio of Milk to Water = 9:23


